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ABSTRACT 
Using an experimental and control group, this research measured the impact of the 
Reconnecting Youth In Iowa (RYlll) prevention program on patterns of alcohol use 
among adolescents. Adolescents completed the Reconnecting Youth High School 
Questionnaire (HSQ) and the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) 
survey three times to assess students' patterns of alcohol use. Adolescents' gender, 
race/ethnicity, age, family SES comparison, positive parenting, peer deviancy, and 
friend influence were studied to help understand how they influenced alcohol use 
patterns. Treatment positively impacted peer influence to not use alcohol/drugs while 
peer deviancy and negative parental influence were correlated with more use. This 
study will help RYlll prevention personnel better understand factors influencing 
adolescent alcohol use and make appropriate curriculum changes in RYlll 
prevention programming. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Adolescent substance use has been on an upswing over the past few 
decades. Substance use and abuse are important social and health problems 
among our youth and bring about serious negative consequences to the individuals, 
their families, and the community at large (Friedman, Granick, Bransfield, Kreisher & 
Khalsa, 1995). In past decades, many prevention/intervention programs have been 
designed, each in its own way focusing on decreasing substance use and abuse 
among adolescents in the United States. In the 1980's, Nancy Reagan was an 
advocate for the "Just Say No" campaign, but even with national support and 
concern, alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs continue to play a significant role in the 
lives of adolescents. 
Many of the prevention/intervention efforts that have been implemented were 
designed to generalize for use with all adolescents. Almost all school-based 
prevention programs tend to target the general population of youth instead of those 
adolescents most in need of prevention (Harrington & Donohew, 1997). However, 
according to the Center of Substance Abuse and Prevention's (CSAP) Guide to 
Science Based Practices brochure (2001 ), there are three types of preventive 
intervention classification schemes that help delineate audiences for prevention 
programs: (a) universal preventive interventions include activities targeted to the 
general public or a whole population group that has not been identified on the basis 
of individual risk, (b) selective preventive interventions include activities targeted to 
individuals or a subgroup of the population whose risk of developing a disorder is 
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significantly higher than average, and (c) indicated preventive interventions include 
activities targeted to individuals in high-risk environments. 
The differences between these categories are important when developing and 
implementing a program. For instance, specific differences regarding such variables 
as gender, age, and race have received great consideration in what CSAP considers 
to be universal preventive intervention programs, but little attention has been given 
to these variables within indicated preventive intervention research. Additionally, 
current literature has provided little information regarding the role of positive 
parenting, peer influence, and family socioeconomic status (SES) in relation to 
alcohol use and abuse based on the indicated preventive intervention programming. 
Generalizing prevention/intervention programming to all adolescent populations 
forces specific groups of adolescents to conform to tactics that may not target their 
needs. 
Reconnecting Youth In Iowa (RYlll) fits directly under the indicated preventive 
intervention. The current study explored the effects of RYlll, a 
prevention/intervention program designed to focus on specific need levels using both 
an experimental and control group. This study examined the overall effects of the 
program on adolescents' alcohol use/abuse and how this use/abuse is influenced by 
other factors such as gender, age, race, positive parenting, peer influence, and 
family SES comparison. 
A major weakness of previous prevention research is that most studies have 
been limited to cigarette smoking among adolescents (Botvin, Epstein, Baker, Diaz, 
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& Ifill-Williams, 1997), thus not giving a clear picture of adolescent exposure to other 
substances (e.g., Melby, Conger, Conger, & Lorenz, 1993). The current study will 
provide information based on adolescents' involvement with alcohol. Additionally, 
existing research has been conducted with predominantly white middle-class 
adolescent populations (Botvin et al.} who are not representative of both urban and 
rural populations or of minority youth. While a number of researchers believe that the 
issues surrounding adolescent substance use are multifaceted, no one cluster of 
causes for why adolescents practice such risky behaviors has been identified. 
Therefore, looking into other facets such as race and age may help give a clearer 
picture of an adolescent's desire to use alcohol. 
There is much to be learned about how school "success programs" can affect 
adolescent behaviors. These programs can be defined as programs that attempt to 
teach adolescents how to live healthier lives to achieve more success. Hopefully, 
providing students with high-quality success programs focused around their 
particular social context will help guide them to live a healthier lifestyle. Providing 
supportive social networks (e.g., peers, family} can motivate a student to live a 
happy, healthy lifestyle. Therefore, offering prevention/intervention programs that 
interact with an adolescent's social networks and conform to his/her specific needs, 
particularly those needs based on gender, race, and age-related issues will elicit 
more desirable beliefs and practices in regard to alcohol. 
The present study is designed to help fill the gaps related to the effects of 
gender, race, age, positive parenting, peer influence, and family SES comparison on 
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adolescent beliefs and practices regarding the use of alcohol. Thus, the aim of this 
study is to identify the effects of the Reconnecting Youth In Iowa (RYlll) program to 
determine if prevention/intervention programming will help decrease and/or delay 
adolescent alcohol use/abuse. 
The specific goals of this study were: (a) To determine if participation in the 
Reconnecting Youth In Iowa (RYlll) program decreased the pattern of alcohol use 
among rural Iowa adolescents and (b) to determine if age, gender, positive 
parenting, peer influence, and family SES comparison interacted with the prevention 
program to influence the patterns of alcohol use between the experimental and 
control groups. 
Theoretical Framework 
The social network support model integrates the concept that human 
behaviors do not exist in a vacuum; rather they occur in a person's social network 
(Eggert, 2000). That is, a student's school performance, drug involvement, and 
emotional well-being are developed and maintained in his or her peer, family, and 
school social networks (Eggert). Therefore, social relations and social networks may 
affect the choices an adolescent makes concerning alcohol and other drugs. Also, 
because these social networks (parents, teachers, and peers) have such a 
significant influence on the student, their support, encouragement, and participation 
in the student's life can help lead him/her to make healthier choices and provide 
security in decision making. For example, in examining gender as a socially 
constructed phenomena, one could argue that because social context includes 
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gender roles and gender attitudes, differences between how boys and girls are 
socialized may make a difference in their attitudes, beliefs, and ultimate behaviors 
related to substance use and abuse. 
In his research, Erik Erikson built on Freud's instinct theory, which attributed 
social factors, combined with instinct (those inborn drives which serve as a base for 
our behavior) as a vital role in adolescent developmental behavior (Erikson, 1950). 
This broader and more socially contextualized approach to Freud's instinct theory 
coincides with the social network support model. While adolescents might have 
instincts (inborn drives) that are the motivation for specific behaviors, the expression 
of these instincts to behave in certain ways are mediated by their particular social 
environment. Therefore, creating a positive social network/environment will provide 
better outcomes and put more emphasis on social factors rather than depending 
entirely on instinct. Thus, if alternative coping and social skills can be offered to meet 
the needs underlying the drug use motivations, adolescents may not rely as heavily 
on drugs to fulfill these needs (Newcomb, Chou, Bentler, & Huba, 1988). As 
Newcomb et al. suggest, education and counseling may be beneficial to achieving 
these goals. Positive peer and community preventive relationships might influence 
an adolescent's behavior and provide a better way of dealing with the pressure to be 
involved with alcohol. 
Overall, if changes in adolescent behaviors are desired, preventive 
interventions must occur within their social context (Eggert, 2000). Therefore, 
alcohol prevention/intervention efforts that take into consideration the adolescent's 
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social contexts and allow such considerations to play a part in the educational 
programs aimed at reducing risk behaviors are important tools in facilitating 
successful and healthy adolescent development. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Over the past decade, issues surrounding substance abuse among the 
adolescent population have gained more recognition as teenage substance abuse 
has become more widespread. This increased abuse has resulted in intense 
national concern and has led to numerous studies of adolescent involvement in 
substance use. According to Lerner and Galambos (1998), adolescents drink and 
use a wide variety of illegal/illicit drugs and other unhealthy substances (e.g., 
inhalants such as glues, aerosols, butane, and solvents). By the mid 1980s a wealth 
of factors that influenced alcohol and other drug use had been identified (Graham, 
1997), but researchers have come to the realization that no one factor is likely to be 
the sole reason for the widespread use of alcohol and other drugs. 
Gender 
More recent studies have shown how gender, related to gender role 
expectations, influences the attitude of adolescents toward drug use and how these 
attitudes bear important influence on adolescent behavior (James & Moore, 1999). 
According to James and Moore, gender role socialization of male and female 
adolescents is very likely to influence their attitudes and behaviors toward drug use. 
The authors indicated that traditional gender role socialization may lead to 
differences regarding the limits of acceptable behavior for females as compared to 
males. These gender role socialization patterns can and have produced certain 
stereotypes surrounding adolescents and substance use. 
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Another important issue to consider when looking at substance use among 
adolescent males and females is the role of gender labels. Gender labels--the binary 
categories of male and female--have been used frequently to describe differences in 
an individual's ability to resist drug offers and to refuse drug use (Kulis, Marsiglia, & 
Hecht, 2002). According to Amaro, Blake, Schwartz, and Flinchbaugh (2001 ), 
motivations for substance use and the perceived risks associated with substance 
use and abuse differ for girls and boys. Research also has shown that parental 
substance use influences boys and girls differentially, thereby implying that risk 
factors and motivations might differ between genders and that prevention efforts 
should be gender-specific. Kulis et al. examined the role of gender labels 
(male/female) and gender identity in predicting drug-use behaviors and experiences 
of middle school students in a large, ethnically diverse, southwestern city. Kulis et al. 
indicated that typically girls are better than boys at practicing refusal skills. Perhaps 
girls have more confidence than boys in using what they know in unhealthy 
situations and feel less pressure to make unhealthy decisions since girls tend to be 
more socially involved. 
Researchers have investigated possible connections between drug use and a 
person's attitudes and beliefs about appropriate male and female behaviors, or 
gender roles (Kulis et al., 2002). Traditional attitudes toward men's gender roles 
related positively to alcohol use for men and related inversely to use for women. It is 
important to note these gender differences and provide vivid, more precise 
prevention/intervention strategies to assist both male and female adolescents in 
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making conscious, healthy choices. Overall, the findings support the premise that 
both gender labels and gender identity are important predictors of drug use (Kulis et 
al.). These strategies, incorporated with the acknowledgement of the effects of other 
social contexts, will allow for better understanding of the existing gender gap 
between males and females regarding substance use and help explain why certain 
behaviors are projected from each gender. 
Race/Ethnicity 
In the United States, incidence and type of substance use appear to differ by 
ethnicity (Newcomb & Bentler, 1985), yet prevention efforts over the past decade 
have tended to target white adolescents. Consequently, minority adolescents have 
been left at a disadvantage in terms of education aimed at strengthening decision 
making skills regarding alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs. Prevention efforts aimed 
at or including minority youth have assumed that the risk factors identified for the 
general population are relevant for members of racial minorities as well (Gillmore et 
al., 1990). 
Bray, Adams, Getz, and McQueen (2003) studied individuation, peers, and 
adolescent alcohol use, and found that African American adolescents reported less 
alcohol use than did non-Hispanic white adolescents at each grade level. African 
American adolescents also reported less peer alcohol use than did other 
adolescents at grades 8 and 9. This coincides with Graham's (1997) findings that 
black females were significantly less likely to use any drug--alcohol, cigarettes, 
marijuana, or hard drugs. These findings suggest that there is an overall ethnic 
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difference when looking specifically at substance use. According to Newcomb and 
Bentler's (1985) study on substance use and ethnicity, white and Hispanic students 
reported the highest frequency of use for all drugs; blacks reported moderate levels; 
and Asian adolescents reported the least use. These findings support targeting 
prevention/intervention programming to specific groups to include the dynamics of 
each race and culture. Programming such as RYlll, which incorporates different 
dynamics of teaching such as mentoring and support groups, might help target 
different races and cultures, possibly decreasing alcohol use/abuse in adolescents. 
Age 
Age is also an important factor when looking at the onset of alcohol use in 
adolescents. According to Scheier, Botvin, Diaz, and Griffin (1999), younger-age 
youth may not be exposed to as much peer pressure for alcohol and drug use, but 
over time these social pressures may increase and reach a critical mass. Newcomb 
and Bentler (1985) found that use of beer and wine increased significantly less with 
grade for blacks and Hispanics than for Asians and whites. This coincides with more 
recent findings (Scheier et al.) that refusal efficacy has long-term deterrent 
capabilities and that youth who lack refusal skills are more likely to engage in alcohol 
use earlier in adolescence and have it persist into later adolescence. 
Sutherland and Shepherd (2002), studying adolescents' beliefs about future 
substance use, found that 69.5% of 11-year-old drinkers believed they would still be 
drinking in a year, a proportion which increased year by year until, at age 16, 94.7% 
of current drinkers believed they would still be drinking in a year's time. Micheli and 
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Formigoni (2002), studying the first use of drugs and family circumstances as 
predictors of future use patterns, found that the youth in the severely substance 
dependent group reported consumption of alcohol from a very early age (around 9 
years) and also reported an earlier age for the initial use of cannabis, cocaine, 
stimulants, and tobacco than the other groups. These results suggest that an early 
use of alcohol or other drugs increases the chances of developing dependence on 
them. 
Overall, research points to the fact that increased drug use occurs more 
frequently as adolescents age. Therefore, providing proper social network support 
(prevention/intervention programs) earlier and throughout the adolescent years may 
help adolescents through the stress of developing and coping with issues 
surrounding alcohol consumption. 
Peer Influence 
Researchers have argued that peer influence has a major effect on an 
adolescent's response to engaging or disengaging in the use of substances. The 
growing problems of substance abuse are associated with a diverse set of individual 
and contextual variables. In turn, the use of substances is linked to numerous 
negative outcomes for youth (Lerner & Galambos, 1998). For example, Flannery, 
Vazsonyi, and Rowe (1996) found that with both Latino and European American 
youth, drug use was associated with personality problems, lack of adjustment to 
school, and poor parenting practices. 
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The influence of friends on drug use has received attention in research and 
appears to be the strongest proximal predictor of drug use. Drug/alcohol use is 
conceptualized as a behavior that is learned through a process of modeling and 
reinforcement from various social influences including peers, family members, and 
the media (Botvin et al., 1997). Yarnold's (1997) research on the use of alcohol by 
Miami's public school adolescent students supports the "behavior is learned" idea; 
the use of alcohol by adolescents' peers was significantly related to their own 
alcohol use. In another study on reasons for the first use of drugs and family 
circumstances as predictors of future use patterns, Micheli and Formigoni (2002) 
found that friends were present more often than were strangers in situations of first 
use, and "influence of friends" was mentioned by 56% of the severely dependent 
users and 17% of the non-drug-dependent users as a reason for using drugs for the 
first time. However, in contrast to previous research, Bray et al (2003) found that 
higher levels of initial peer drinking were related to smaller increases in youth 
drinking. Typically, peer influence is accepted as a primary risk factor for adolescent 
substance use (Bray et al.), but do peers have as much influence as previously 
thought? Swahn, Simon, Hamming, and Guerrero (2004), studying alcohol-
consumption behaviors and risk for physical fighting and injuries among adolescent 
drinkers, reported that drinking alcohol alone may be just as negative as drinking 
with peers and peer influence. They found that drinking alone was a likely indicator 
of social isolation that warranted both fighting and injuring others after controlling for 
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drinking frequency and binge drinking. So--are peers more influential to adolescents' 
drinking tendencies? 
Newcomb and Bentler (1985) found that black and white youth groups 
reported significantly more friends who used beer or wine than did Hispanic and 
Asian youth groups. Also, whites reported significantly more friends using this 
substance than did each of the other three ethnic groups--black, Hispanic, and 
Asian. Finally, there was a significantly higher correlation between grade and peer 
use of liquor for white students than for the black students. While the Newcomb and 
Bentler findings suggest that the influence of peers is generally consistent across 
racial and ethnic groups, there is some indication from other research that the 
relationship may not be as strong for racial and ethnic minorities as for white youth 
(Gillmore et al., 1990). 
Positive Parenting 
The family is an important institution providing the socialization of young 
people and inadequacies in this environment have been singled out as a causal 
factor of delinquency for decades. For example, the experience of familial stressors, 
family unit disruption, and poor family relationships may affect patterns of drug use 
among adolescents (Butters, 2002). Most of these family experiences revolve 
around the parents, so the focus of this section is on the parents. 
In the context of parenting, Barnes and Farrell (1992) found that high levels of 
support by mother and father were associated with the lowest levels of regular 
drinking, illicit drug use, deviance, and school misconduct. They also found that the 
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highest levels of parental monitoring were associated with the lowest instances of 
drinking, illicit drug use, deviance, and school misconduct. Micheli and Formigoni 
(2002), in their study of first use of drugs and family circumstances predicting future 
use patterns, noted that in some ways, families were involved in the initial use of 
alcohol by teenagers, either through tolerance in the face of use or through 
participation in, or facilitation of, initial use. This suggests that a permissive family 
atmosphere facilitates contact with alcohol and accepts its use as "normal" even by 
children, and in this respect it is notable that the use of alcohol and drugs by the 
families was most prevalent in the drug-dependent groups. 
According to family systems theorists, healthy relationships between 
adolescents and parents can continue even in the presence of peer influence (Bray 
et al., 2003). Although Bray et al. focused predominantly on examining how 
individuation and peer alcohol use were related to adolescent alcohol use over time, 
they did suggest that helping adolescents enhance their development of 
intergenerational individuation, while decreasing unhealthy detachment and 
separation from family, may be a useful method for decreasing the likelihood that 
they would increase their alcohol consumption over time and be negatively impacted 
by peers who drank. Increasing this individuation includes taking responsibility for 
one's actions, being less influenced by peer pressure, and developing age-
appropriate autonomy. In addition, individuation is facilitated by an awareness of 
functional and dysfunctional family patterns and risk factors and through parental 
support of autonomous behaviors. 
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Research on parental support and control as predictors of adolescent 
drinking, delinquency, and related problem behaviors indicated that high parental 
support and high parental monitoring were key socialization factors in the prevention 
of adolescent alcohol abuse and more generalized deviance (Barnes & Farrell, 
1992). After controlling for SES, age, gender, race, family history of alcohol abuse, 
and family structure, parental support and monitoring remained highly significant in 
predicting adolescent problem outcomes. Therefore, in this sample parental 
involvement and family structure appeared to play a role in an adolescent's 
participation in alcohol and other drugs. 
St. Pierre, Mark, Kaltreider, and Aikin (1997), in a study involving parents of 
high-risk youth in drug prevention, found that in general, youth involved in a drug 
prevention program were more positively affected by the prevention program when a 
parent component was implemented compared to a prevention program without a 
parent component. Specifically, youth involved in the prevention group with parent 
component improved over time in their reported ability to refuse alcohol and 
marijuana, whereas the prevention group without parent component showed a 
decline in their ability to refuse those two drugs. In this study, involvement of parents 
proved to be of great importance to adolescents refusing alcohol. This coincides with 
a study by Dishian, Nelson, and Kavanagh (2003) on preventing early onset of 
substance use through parent monitoring. The authors reported that providing 
random families with the Family Check-Up (FCU) family-centered intervention 
proved to be beneficial. Random assignments to an FCU and related parent services 
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was associated with improved parent monitoring and reduction in substance use in 
the ninth grade (first year of high school) among youth identified by teachers in the 
sixth grade as high risk (Dishion et al.). These findings support the idea that 
parental involvement and monitoring were important in the decrease of substance 
use among adolescents. 
In summary there appears to be a need for parental involvement with youth. 
The connection between parents and children seems to play a vital role in the 
choices an adolescent makes when faced with risky decisions. A positive family 
network can help provide an adolescent with less stress and better coping 
mechanisms to make healthier choices involving alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs. 
SES 
SES is an important stressor in adolescents lives, and it may affect their 
participation in the use/abuse of alcohol. Graham (1997), studying drug use among 
adolescents, found that a high proportion of white males paid full price for school 
lunch (indicating they were of higher SES) and were significantly higher on attitudes 
favorable toward drug use. White males in this study were also significantly higher 
than black males on prior year cigarette, alcohol, and marijuana use. In addition, 
white females were significantly higher than black females on SES (as measured by 
eligibility for federally-funded free lunch) and reported more favorable (meaning 
more likely to become involved with substances) attitudes toward drug use, more 
peer drug modeling, more drug availability, and more anxiety withdrawal. These 
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findings suggest that higher SES may have a more negative effect on an 
adolescent's involvement with alcohol and drugs than previously suspected. 
However, other research shows different outcomes and findings. Micheli and 
Formigoni (2002) found that belonging to the middle/lower class increased the 
probability of being a drug user by 3.5 times and increased the probability of being a 
lightly/moderately dependent user 4.6 times. These findings indicate that lower 
socio-economical status may have a negative effect on an adolescent's involvement 
with alcohol and drugs. 
What role does SES play in adolescents alcohol use? Do students who 
consider themselves to be of higher-SES status have more problems with alcohol 
consumption than students who consider themselves to be of lower-SES status or 
vice versa? SES appears to have an effect on adolescents' drug consumption. 
Therefore, becoming more aware of what role SES plays in an adolescent's choice 
to engage in risky behavior will be addressed within the current study. While most 
previous research has looked directly at family income, this study asked students to 
respond to their perception of their family's SES compared to other students in their 
school, and thus this variable was labeled family SES comparison. 
Summary and Research Questions 
While alcohol can be a real temptation for adolescents, the consequences of 
alcohol use can be life-threatening. Providing better prevention/intervention 
programming and getting involved with adolescents' social environments may allow 
for a better life quality. Overall, the need to focus primarily on one aspect of 
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prevention/intervention in adolescent alcohol use is just not enough. Acknowledging 
the cognitive, behavioral, and social context in which adolescents develop may 
ensure a more alcohol-free existence. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the 
Reconnecting Youth In Iowa (RYlll) program, an adaptation of the Reconnecting 
Youth (RY) program developed by Leona Eggert in 1985. Based on the previous 
research, the following research questions will be tested. 
1 . Do students who participate in the RYI 11 program have less alcohol use than 
controls who do not take part in the RYlll program? 
2. Do other variables (gender, race/ethnicity, age, family SES comparison, 
positive parenting, peer influence) influence patterns of alcohol use in the 
experimental RYlll group and the control RYlll group? 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY1 
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of the Reconnecting 
Youth In Iowa (RYlll) program on alcohol use among at-risk youth in one rural Iowa 
high school. 
Sample 
The Reconnecting Youth In Iowa (RYlll) Project was implemented in a rural 
high school in a midwestern town in Iowa. The entire project was funded by 
SAMHSA's Center for Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP), and the evaluation was 
conducted by Iowa State University. 
The sample for this study consisted of 67 9-1 ih graders who were part of a 
experimental programmatic effort in a traditional rural high school in Iowa; 35 
students ( 17 males, 16 females) were in the experimental group and 32 students ( 18 
males, 14 females) were in the control group, ranging from 14 to 19 years of age. 
The majority of the students were Caucasian/white/Euro-American (N = 49) and the 
other 18 identified themselves as American Indian/Alaska Native (N = 4), 
black/African American (N = 1 ), Hispanic/Latino (N = 2), mixed ethnicity (N = 7), and 
other (N = 4). Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1. 
The treatment program, a semester-long course with follow-up, was provided 
only to the students in the experimental group. Both experimental and control groups 
completed an entry questionnaire at the start of the semester, an exit questionnaire 
at the end of the semester, and a follow-up questionnaire 7 months later. The 
1Large portions of this section were derived from the 2003 Reconnecting Youth In Iowa Final Report. 
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Table 1 
Descriptive Statistics for Experimental and Control Groups 
Category Experimental (N=35) Control (N=32) 
N % N % 
Gender 
Males 17(48.6) 18 (56.3) 
Females 18(51.4) 14(43.8) 
Age 
13 1 (2.9) 0 
14 8 (22.9) 12 (37.5) 
15 13 (37.1) 11 (34.4) 
16 7 (20.0) 4 (12.5) 
17 6 (17.1) 3 (9.4) 
18 0 1 (3.1) 
19 0 1 (3.1) 
Grade 
9 19 (54.3) 21 (65.6) 
10 7 (20.0) 5 (15.6) 
11 6(17.1) 4 (12.5) 
12 3 (8.6) 2 (6.3) 
Race 
White 27 (79.4) 22 (68.8) 
Am. Ind/Alaska Native 2 (5.9) 2 (6.3) 
Black 1 (2.9) 0 
Hispanic/Latino 2 (5.9) 0 
Mixed Ethnicity 2 (5.9) 5 (15.6) 
Other 1 (2.9) 3 (9.4) 
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students in both the control group and experimental group were considered at-risk 
based on the Reconnecting Youth criteria (Stubben, Hockaday, & Heinemann, 
2003). 
Students were defined as "high-risk" in one of two ways. First, a student was 
considered high-risk ifs/he met 3 or more of the following criteria: (a) the student 
previously had dropped out of school; (b) the student's GPA was below 2.3; (c) there 
was a pattern of decline in the student's GPA from 2.5; (d) there was an absolute 
drop in GPA of .75 or more in a single semester; (e) the student was behind in 
credits needed for on-time graduation; and (f) the student's absences ranked 
him/her in the upper 25% for the school for absences. Second, a student was 
considered high-risk if s/he met one of these previous criteria and had been referred 
by teachers, administrators, nursing staff, counselors, or school office staff for 
"experiencing difficulties" at home, in school, or adjusting to school. Previous 
research has demonstrated that these criteria for selection are efficient and accurate 
in predicting potential high school dropouts. The treatment (i.e., RYlll class) was an 
elective course open only to "high-risk" students assigned to the experimental group. 
The program prevention specialist worked with school staff to identify all 
students in grades 9 through 12 who met the criteria for possible admission to the 
program. After identifying students who met the RYlll criteria, the prevention 
specialist invited those students to participate in the experimental group (the RYlll 
class) or to be in the control group. There was a range in the degree to which 
students in the class and the control group had one or more of the three co-
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occurring problems of school failure, alcohol, tobacco, and illegal drugs (ATID) 
involvement, and/or depression and suicide risk. Previous evaluations of 
Reconnecting Youth in other places showed the following blend of students worked 
well: (a) a balance of males and females; (b) representation of all grade levels; (c) 
varying levels of maturity; (d) varying levels of disconnection or risk factors; (e) 
representation from various social groups; and (f) a few youth with strong leadership 
attributes who have already started to improve. The groups worked best when they 
reflected heterogeneous youth across age, gender, ethnicity, maturity level, and the 
three presenting problems (Stubben et al., 2003). 
Before the semester began, project personnel were provided with a list of 
students eligible to participate in the program and made a 1-2 randomized grouping 
of the students. The prevention specialist then contacted students individually in 
person and explained the purpose and goals of the class and asked the students in-
depth questions about their thoughts as to why they were referred to the program 
and their future goals after high school. After a thorough understanding of what the 
student needed to work on and why, the prevention specialist also gained a 
commitment from each student to at least try to work on the identified goals. The 
student was then told that they would be randomly chosen to participate in the 
experimental or the control group. Each student was told that their participation in 
the program was completely voluntary. This in-depth invitation process was a key 
component to a successful class because it provided the student and prevention 
specialist an opportunity to communicate and build a relationship even before the 
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treatment began. The at-risk students (for the experimental group only) were 
referred to services such as out-patient chemical dependency counseling offered on 
campus, or other services through the school guidance office or in the community. 
The prevention specialist also contacted the parents of the randomly selected 
students to (a) enlist parental support, (b) head off potential conflicts with the 
parents, (c) get consents from parents and students, and (d) take the first steps in 
establishing a working relationship with the parents. 
Participation in all aspects of the project was voluntary. The prevention 
specialist contacted the randomly selected students until all the slots in the class and 
control groups were filled. Some of the students in the control group were students 
who had refused to be in the experimental group. The prevention specialist tried to 
ensure the location of each student to keep them on track with surveys (both 
experimental and control groups) and class attendance (for experimental group 
only). However, even with all of these efforts, the attrition rate was 35.2% for the 
experimental group and 39.6% for the control group. Table 2 identifies the attrition 
categories of the sample over time. 
Curriculum 
Although the RYlll model originally was based on the national Reconnecting 
Youth (RY) project, the Iowa model differed from the national RY model in several 
ways, including an updated alcohol, tobacco, and illegal drugs (ATID) curriculum, an 
Table 2 
Attrition Map 
Finished All 3 Surveys 
Dropped Out of School 
Moved!Transferred 
Home Schooled 
Left for Treatment 
Expelled 
Refused Surveys 
Alternative School 
Graduated 
Absent for Surveys 
Hospital for Sickness 
Unknown 
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Experimental Group (N=54f 
35 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
9 
Control Group (N=53)1 
32 
4 
3 
0 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1These N's represent the number of students in each group who started at the beginning of the semester prior to any 
attrition. 
on-site mentoring component, and a weekly support group component for graduates 
of the program. The updated ATID curriculum presented the individual levels of 
biological risk in drug and alcohol use and was supported by activities and lessons 
that presented the latest research on how drugs affect human functioning and the 
brain (Stubben et al., 2003). Also, RYlll included the addition of 30 new lessons and 
activities, including youth-designed activities, which piloted 12 specific types of 
changes made to the RY curriculum to make it more effective specifically with 
methamphetamine and inhalant prevention (Stubben et al., 2003). The total 
treatment related to these changes comprised 30 hours of classroom services plus 
an extra 8 hours related to out-of-school "homework" of community linkage activities. 
The prevention specialist, who answered not only to the school administration, but 
also to program personnel, taught the Reconnecting Youth In Iowa class, provided 
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mentoring, and facilitated a weekly support group to the graduates of the 
experimental group. 
The original RY was grounded in a partnership model between students, 
school personnel, parents, and prevention practitioners/researchers. RY was also 
designed to be high school based, produce trained teachers who meet the selection 
criteria, and establish RY coordinators whose responsibilities include overseeing the 
fidelity of the RY program implementation and providing collegial support and advice 
for the RY teachers (Eggert, Thompson, Herting, & Randell, 2001 ). RYii, an 
adaptation of the national RY project, was implemented in five Iowa high schools 
during the 2000-2002 school years. RYlll was developed in conjunction with one 
rural high school to expand the program and learn even more about how and why 
the program is effective. 
According to the Reconnecting Youth Guide to RY Teacher Trainer Manual 
(Reconnecting Youth Prevention Research Program, 1999), the curriculum was 
based around four skills training units-Self- Esteem Enhancement, Decision 
Making, Personal Control, and Interpersonal Communication. RYlll was taught using 
"peer group" content and was designed to achieve three program goals: (a) 
increased school performance (grades, credits, and attendance), (b) increased 
control over drug use, and (c) increased mood management (depression, 
aggression, etc.). 
A typical day in an RYlll class was based around a combination of skills 
training and blended group work. The RYlll generalization was comprised of 
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essentially five activities hypothesized to be active components of this prevention 
intervention. The first four activities were: (a) the invitation to youth to join the 
program, {b) youth participation in daily, life-skills oriented prevention classes, (c) 
updated substance abuse-specific knowledge acquisition activities targeted to 
methamphetamine prevention, and (d) youth participation in individualized mentoring 
sessions targeted to facilitating youth connections to other adults and community 
resources. These mentoring sessions could be initiated either by the prevention 
specialist in response to early identification of risk factors or risk behaviors or by the 
youth in response to a perception of need. Finally, the fifth activity was (e) youth 
participation in weekly support group opportunities. Essentially, these groups 
replicated the "check-in" component of the daily class so that the activity focused on 
the provision of peer and adult support for youth-identified life crises or problems 
(Stubben et al., 2003). Two key sub-components of the program included: (a) peer 
led groups--a daily, peer-led adult facilitated supportive problem solving group, 
which was part of the class, extensive special curriculum units targeted to normative 
education, ATID prevention, and specifically to methamphetamine-and-inhalant 
prevention; and (b) parental component--home visits and the parental involvement, 
all part of mentoring. 
Measures 
All students (control and experimental) completed an entry questionnaire at 
the start of the semester, an exit questionnaire at the end of the class, and a follow-
up questionnaire 7 months after the exit survey. Each participant was assessed 
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using the High School Questionnaire (HSQ) developed by Leona Eggert and Jerald 
Herting (Eggert, 2000) (see Appendix A). The HSQ self-report outcome measures 
specifically addressed the central outcomes of the program: (a) decreased use of 
alcohol and other drugs and decrease in use-related behaviors; (b) decreased 
anger/aggression; (c) decreased suicide risk; and (d) increased school performance. 
In addition to the HSQ process and outcome measures, additional outcome 
data were derived from the five Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) 
indicators-monthly use, perception of risk, disapproval, intention to use, and age of 
first use (see Appendix B). GPRA indicators complimented and duplicated sections 
of the HSQ. 
Measures for this study replicated the measures used by Eggert and 
colleagues in the original RY demonstration projects (Eggert, Herting, & Nicholas, 
1988; Eggert, Herting, & Thompson, 1996; Eggert, Thompson, & Herting, 1994, all 
cited in Stubben et al., 2003) and represented highly reliable and valid measures of 
the four areas of youth behavior for this study. Supplementary objective measures 
were taken from school district records (e.g., grades, class absences, and 
disciplinary actions) (Stubben et al., 2003). 
This thesis analyzed only a small portion of the data collected for the total 
drug prevention project. The particular questions analyzed for this study are detailed 
in Appendix C and the coding book for those items is in Appendix D. The following 
are descriptions of the variables of interest for the current research. 
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Dependent Variable 
Current use of alcohol. Current use of alcohol was measured using 2 items 
pertaining to the adolescent's alcohol use in the past 30 days. These GPRA items 
used a 1-7 scale (1 =no alcohol use, 7 = 40 or more occasions). In cases with 
missing data, mean scores for the total group were substituted. Due to small sample 
size, this substitution was necessary and provided a more accurate representation of 
the sample overall. Approximately 1 % of the data were missing from the entire 
sample studied. 
Independent Variables 
Demographic variables. The demographic variables of age, race/ethnicity, 
and gender were taken from Part Ill of the HSQ survey (see Appendix D). Although 
the sample was relatively small, it was highly representative of race/ethnicity for the 
rural community studied. However, because the sample sizes for the various racial 
and ethnic groups were so small, race and ethnicity were not included in most 
statistical analyses for the current project. 
Peer influence. Peer influence was measured using nine items pertaining to 
negative friend behaviors and three items on friends influence (see Appendix D). 
The nine peer deviant behavior items used a 0-6 scale (0 being the most negative 
and 6 being the most positive) and had an alpha level of .82. The three influence 
items were based on a 21 point scale (-10 =influencing to use alcohol/drugs, 0 = 
middle, 1 O = influencing to not use alcohol/drugs) and had an alpha level of .95. All 
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peer influence items were taken from Part II of the HSQ survey; total mean scores 
were used to replace any missing data. 
Positive parenting. Positive parenting was measured by using a series of 10 
questions taken from Part Ill of the HSQ survey (see Appendix D). These questions 
used a 0-6 scale (0 being the most negative and 6 being the most positive) and had 
an alpha level of .85. Total mean scores were used to replace any missing data. 
Family SES. Family SES comparison was measured using one item from Part 
Ill of the HSQ. This item used a 7 point scale with -3 =feeling the most negative 
about one's family finances compared to other students within school, 0 =in the 
middle, and 3 =feeling the most positive about one's family finances compared to 
other students within school (see Appendix D). 
Procedure 
The current study was based on the Reconnecting Youth In Iowa program 
and was approved by the Iowa State University Institutional Review Board IRB (see 
Appendix E). 
Although the research evaluation team from Iowa State University gathered 
the majority of the data, the prevention specialist was trained by the ISU research 
staff to gather data when students were absent on data collection days or were 
unable to complete the questionnaire while the evaluation team was present. Every 
staff member on the project (i.e., principal investigators, prevention directors, 
prevention specialist, and graduate and undergraduate research assistants) was 
certified on the human subjects research assurance training (Stubben et al., 2003). 
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The research team had consistent and effective methods of collecting data 
among high-risk youth. Students filled out the questionnaire individually in small 
groups during school hours. Each student was insured of his/her rights of privacy, 
including a guarantee that the schools would not receive any direct information 
about them. Individual reports were identified by code numbers, sealed, and taken 
from the school by research staff; research staff attached only code numbers, not 
names, to data received from schools. Due to the surveys having four parts and 
taking approximately 60 minutes to complete, each student was given either three 
dollars worth of McDonald's gift certificates or pizza while completing the surveys as 
an incentive for their participation in completing the surveys. 
Analysis 
Based on the research questions presented, independent-sample t-tests were 
conducted to determine if there were any significant differences between the 
treatment and control groups for the variables of interest. One-sample t-tests were 
performed on both the experimental and control groups to determine if there were 
any significant differences within the groups for the variables of interest. Pearson 
correlations also were conducted to understand better how/if the variables were 
intercorrelated. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this research was to study the following two overarching 
questions: 
1. Do students who participate in the RYlll program have less alcohol use than 
controls who do not take part in the RYlll program? 
2. Do other variables (gender, race/ethnicity, age, family SES comparison, 
positive parenting, peer influence) influence patterns of alcohol use between 
the experimental RYlll group and the control RYlll group? 
Prior to beginning the data analysis related to the research questions, a factor 
analysis using a varimax rotation matrix was performed on the items comprising the 
positive parenting section of the HSQ measure, using the data from the current 
project. However, the data analysis for the current study was based on the original 
RY factor analysis of the family support section of the HSQ measures, rather than 
the current factor analysis, for the following reasons: (a) the current factor solution 
did not appear as logical as the solution provided by the original RY project, and (b) 
the current factor solution was based on only 67 students, while the RY solution was 
based on approximately 500 students. The alpha levels for the current data, based 
on the RY factors, were relatively high and acceptable and are listed in the 
measures section of the methodology. 
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Independent-Samples t-Tests 
Independent-sample t-tests were conducted on all continuous variables to 
examine the difference between the experimental (N=35) and control groups (N=32) 
(see Table 3). The continuous demographic variables (age, grade, and SES 
comparison) were not significantly different between groups. Additionally, chi-square 
analyses were used to examine differences between gender and race/ethnicity, the 
categorical demographic variables. Gender, x2(1, N = 35) = .40, p = .53, and 
race/ethnicity, x2(5, N = 34) = 7. 7 4, p = .17, were not significantly different between 
the two groups. Although race/ethnicity was an independent variable, it was not 
further analyzed due to such large numbers of white students and such small 
numbers for all other categories. Thus, students who participated in RYlll project as 
a part of the experimental or control groups were not significantly different in age, 
gender, race/ethnicity, or their thoughts on how they compared financially to other 
students in their school. 
In addition to the demographic variables, independent sample t-tests were 
used to compare the experimental and control groups at pretest, posttest, and 
follow-up. The friend influence variables, (classmates, best friends, and close friends 
influencing alcohol/drug nonuse or use during the past 30 days) and total friend 
influence mean scores were significantly different for the two groups at pretest (see 
Table 3). The control group had higher scores on classmates, best friends, and 
close friends influencing alcohol/drug nonuse or use during the past 30 days 
at pretest. However, at posttest and follow-up the experimental and control groups 
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Table 3 
Item means, standard deviations, and independent sample t-tests for the 
experimental and control groups at pretest, posttest, and follow-up.a 
Ex12erimental (11=35) Control (11=32) 
Variables 
Mean SD Mean SD 
Demographics 
Age 15.26 (1.09) 15.16 (1.30) .35 
15.74 (1.24) 15.44 (1.01) 1.07 
15.94 (1.06) 15.87 (1.25) .25 
Grade 9.80 (1.02) 9.59 (.95) .85 
9.85 (1.02) 9.59 (.95) 1.07 
10.21 (.95) 9.94 (1.09) 1.07 
Compared to most students in your .51 (1.22) .34 (1.35) .55 
school, is your family financially less .25 (1.50) .62 {1.51) -.99 
well off, same, better off? .61 (1.19) .14 (1.10) 1.69 
Positive Parenting 
My parents' expectations for me are 3.60 (1.87) 3.63 (2.11) -.05 
reasonable. 2.72 (1.81) 3.50 (1.97) -1.70 
3.29 (2.15) 3.35 (1.89) -.14 
My parent(s) help me when I'm 2.49 (2.02) 3.00 (2.36) -.96 
feeling bad (depressed, "down", 2.39 (1.86) 2.88 (2.21) -.98 
"blue"). 3.06 (2.66) 3.25 (2.09) -.34 
My parent(s) explain the reasons for 3.03 (2.02) 3.10(2.10) -.13 
their rules that apply to me. 2.21 (1.89) 2.56 (1.95) -.75 
2.91 (1.98) 3.16 (2.20) -.48 
My parent(s) care (praise me, "pat 3.11 (1.68) 3.86 (1.85) -1.73 
me on the back") when I try to do 2.86 (2.16) 3.03 (2.25) -.33 
well or better in school. 2.91 (2.12) 3.63 (2.06) -1.41 
I feel satisfied with the way my family 2.60 (1.85) 2.38 (2.20) .46 
talk's things over and shares 2.35 (1.95) 2.16 (1.92) .39 
problems with me. 2.60 (2.08) 2.14 (1.95) .94 
I feel satisfied with the way my family 2.80 (2.01) 2.66 (2.03) .29 
And I share time together. 2.36 (2.04) 2.66 (2.09) -.59 
2.64 (2.04) 2.38 (1.86) .56 
I am satisfied with the way my family 2.79 (2.00) 2.81 (2.29) -.04 
expresses affections and responds 2.21 (1.97) 2.53 (2.08) -.65 
to my emotion, anger. .. & love. 2.74 (2.05) 2.96 (2.10) -.45 
My parent(s) accept and support my 3.01 (1.59) 3.45 (1.85) -1.06 
Activities. 3.01 (1.72) 3.41 (1.79) -.92 
3.24 (2.00) 4.04 (1.59) -1.78 
I am satisfied that I can turn to my 2.86 (1.73) 3.06 (1.93) -.46 
family for help when something is 2.33 (1.89) 3.09 (2.01) -1.62 
bothering me. 2.66 (1.92) 3.63 (2.17) -1.91 
My parent(s) attend events at my 2.42 (1.75) 2.95 (2.21) -1.09 
School. 1.72 (1.39) 2.56 (1.93) -2.06* 
2.51 (2.12) 3.40(2.11) -1.68 
Total Parents Mean Scores 2.87 (1.18) 3.09 (1.40) -.69 
2.41 (1.38) 2.84 (1.57) -1.18 
2.86 (1.49) 3.19 (1.37) -.94 
•The three numbers listed across from each variable represent respectively pretest, posttest, and follow-up means, standard 
deviations, and t scores. 
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Table 3 (continued). 
Experimental (11=35) Control (11=32) 
Variables 
Mean SD Mean SD 
Peer Deviancy 
How many of your close friends ... 
Skip school 1.12 (1.57) 1.28 (1.51) -.43 
1.94 (2.09) 1.87 (2.15) .13 
1.94 (1.97) 1.59 (1.85) .75 
Have ever dropped out of school .63 (1.26) .41 (.91) .82 
1.09 (1.87) 1.09 (1.86) -.02 
.54 (1.01) .78 (1.26) -.86 
Drink alcohol 2.57 (2.23) 3.03 (2.61) -.78 
2.71(2.09) 3.03 (2.40) -.57 
3.08 (2.47) 2.72 (2.25) .63 
Have ever gotten drunk 2.80 (2.42) 3.00 (2.58) -.33 
2.80 (2.37) 2.97 (2.51) -.28 
3.17 (2.46) 2.81 (2.36) .61 
Olten get into trouble at school 1.80 (1.84) 2.19 (1.94) -.84 
1.89 (1.84) 2.25 (1.63) -.85 
1.40 (1.65) 1.44 (1.37) -.10 
Have gotten in trouble with the 2.00 (1.86) 2.22 (1.96) -.47 
police/law 1.71 (1.84) 1.94 (1.81) -.50 
1.57 (1.60) 1.50 (1.50) .19 
Don't really care about school 2.05 (1.75) 1.62 (1.52) 1.08 
1.66 (1.75) 2.06 (1.78) -.94 
1.77 (1.86) 1.74 (1.22) .06 
Have gotten into physical fights with 2.37 (2.02) 2.94 (2.06) -1.14 
other kids 2.37 (2.00) 2.66 (1.75) -.62 
2.00 (1.83) 2.09 (1.69) -.22 
Total Deviancy Mean Score 1.92(1.18) 2.09 (1.37) -.54 
2.02 (1.58) 2.23 (1.22) -.61 
1.93 (1.40) 1.84 (1.12) .32 
Who influenced you to use or not use alcohol 
and/or drugs in the '2ast month? 
Classmates 1.84(3.88) 4.70 (3.73) -3.07* 
2.17(4.60) 4.06 (4.26) -1.74 
3.66 (5.07) 3.08 (4.06) .52 
Best friends 2.70 (4.64) 5.76 (4.33) -2.79* 
3.00 (5.50) 5.06 (4.62) -1.65 
4.20 (4.96) 4.67 (4.76) -.39 
Close friends 2.52 (4.54) 5.79 (3.98) -3.12* 
3.03 (5.35) 5.16 (4.30) -1.78 
4.06 (4.84) 4.75 (4.43) -.61 
Total Friend Influence Mean Scores 2.35 (4.25) 5.42 (3.66) -3.15* 
2.73 (4.99) 4.76 (4.20) -1.79 
3.97 (4.82) 4.16 (4.19) -.17 
•The three numbers listed across from each variable represent respectively pretest, posttest, and follow-up means, standard 
deviations, and t scores. 
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Table 3 (continued). 
Ex[!erimental !n=35) Control (n=32) 
Variables 
Mean SD Mean SD 
Number of Friends 
About how many really close friends 6.46 (5.89) 10. 73 (7.57) -2.59* 
would you say you have? 7.43 (10.20) 12.85 {11.63) -2.03* 
7.94 (6.43) 7.16 (4.14) .59 
How important are your friends to 5.26 (1.01) 5.51 (.67) -1.21 
You in your life? 4.87 (1.53) 4.96 {1.36) -.25 
5.24 (.88) 5.26 (1.12) -.06 
Current Alcohol Use 
On how many occasions (if any) in the 1.17 (1.07) 1.62 (1.36) .30 
past 30 days have you had alcohol to 2.11 (1.64) 1.88 (1.50) .62 
drink more than just a few sips? 1.80 (1.13) 1.63(1.11) .44 
On how many occasion {ii any) have 1.34 (.73) 1.41 (1.21) -.26 
have you been drunk or very high 1.60 (.95) 1.56 (1.29) .14 
In the past 30 days? 1.69 (.97) 1.44 (.91) .76 
"The three numbers listed across from each variable represent respectively pretest, posttest, and follow-up means, standard 
deviations, and t scores. 
were not significantly different on these friend influence variables, but it is worth 
while to note that the means for the experimental group increased (in the direction of 
influence to not use) while the means for the control group decreased (in the 
direction of influence to use). 
Another friend-related difference between the groups was that the control 
group reported having significantly more friends than the experimental group before 
the treatment (RYlll class) and immediately after treatment, but the two groups were 
nearly equal in number of friends reported at follow-up. 
After examining the means for the two groups using the raw score means, the 
differences in the change scores for the two groups between time periods were 
examined using independent sample t-tests for positive parenting, peer deviancy, 
and friend influence (see Table 4). Those findings are presented below. 
Positive parenting. Independent-sample t-tests of the positive parenting 
variable showed no significant changes between the experimental and control 
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groups from pretest to posttest, from posttest to follow-up, or from pretest to 
follow-up (see Table 4). Thus, the amount of change between the experimental and 
control groups in reported positive parenting was not significantly different during 
any time period. 
Table 4 
Independent sample t-tests for change scores 
Exeerimental Control 
Variables 
Means SD Means SD 
Positive Parenting 
Pre-post -.46 1.30 -.25 1.41 -.62 
Post-follow .44 1.34 .35 1.24 .29 
Pre-follow -.01 1.08 .10 1.35 -.38 
Peer Deviancy 
Pre-post .10 1.52 -.13 .15 1.25 
Post-follow -.09 1.34 1.01 -.40 1.17 
Pre-follow .02 1.39 .76 -.25 1.50 
Friend Influence 
Pre-post .38 4.64 -.66 5.16 .87 
Post-follow 1.24 4.02 -.60 5.17 1.63 
Pre-follow 1.62 4.33 -1.25 4.16 2.76* 
Peer deviancy. Independent sample t-tests were used to examine the mean 
differences in change scores between experimental and control groups scores from 
pretest to follow-up (7 months after the program ended) for peer deviancy. There 
were no significant differences between the experimental and control groups from 
pretest to follow-up in mean change scores in peer deviancy (see Table 4). 
Friend influence. Similarly, analyzing the friend influence on alcohol/drug 
involvement variable, independent-sample t-tests comparing the mean change 
differences over time showed no significant differences between the experimental 
and control groups in their report of friend influence on alcohol/drug involvement (a) 
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from pretest to posttest and (b) from posttest to follow-up (see Table 4). However, 
there were significant differences in the changes between the two groups from 
pretest to follow-up. Thus, from pretest to follow-up students in the experimental 
group were more likely to change their perceptions that they were positively 
influenced by friends to not use alcohol than were those in the control group. The 
control group actually experienced a decrease in mean change from pretest to 
follow-up, indicating that students in the control group were more likely to be 
negatively influenced by friends to use alcohol. 
One-Sample t-tests 
After reviewing change score differences between the experimental and 
control groups, one-sample t-test were conducted to examine the mean change 
score differences within each group for the variables positive parenting, peer 
deviancy, and friend influence (see Table 5). 
Positive parenting. One-sample t-tests were conducted on the positive 
parenting change scores to determine the mean differences within each group. 
Within the experimental group, significant differences were found from pretest to 
posttest indicating that students perceived parents to be more positive at the 
posttest than before treatment (RYlll). From posttest to follow-up, there was a near 
significant trend indicating that the perception of positive parenting continued but 
failed to reach statistical significance. This significant change, followed by the near 
significant trend, indicates that students in the experimental group began to feel 
more positive influence from their parents during the class they took and that it 
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continued at a less significant level during the follow-up, which consisted of support 
groups and mentoring. It would be important to pursue another follow-up to see if 
this trend would continue over more time and how continued follow-up services 
verses no such follow-up services would impact the experimental youth. 
Within the control group, no significant changes overtime were found for 
positive parenting change scores. 
Table 5 
One sample t-test for change scores for Positive Parenting, Peer Deviancy, and 
Friend Influence 
Ex12erimental Control 
Variables 
Means SD Means SD 
Positive Parenting 
Pre-post -.46 1.30 -2.07* -.25 1.41 -1.00 
Post-follow .44 1.34 1.95* .35 1.24 1.60 
Pre-follow -.01 1.08 -.07 .10 1.35 .42 
Peer Deviancy 
Pre-post .10 1.52 .40 .15 1.25 .67 
Post-follow -.09 1.34 -.38 -.40 1.17 -1.93 
Pre-follow .02 1.39 .07 -.25 1.50 -.94 
Friend Influence 
Pre-post .38 4.64 .49 -.66 5.16 -.72 
Post-follow 1.24 4.02 1.82 -.60 5.17 -.65 
Pre-follow 1.62 4.33 2.21* -1.25 4.16 -1.70 
Peer deviancy. One-sample t-tests were used to analyze the within-group 
changes in peer deviancy over time for both the experimental and control groups. 
There were no significant differences in change scores within groups from pretest to 
posttest, from posttest to follow-up, or from pretest to follow-up. Thus, within both the 
experimental and control groups, the amount of change in reported peer deviancy 
was not significantly different during any time period (see Table 5). 
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Friends influence. One-sample t-tests, performed on the friend influence to 
use or not use alcohol/drugs change scores, tested for mean differences within the 
experimental and control groups. Within the experimental group, one significant 
difference was found, from pretest to follow-up, indicating that over time students in 
that group were positively influenced to not use alcohol/drugs. The control group 
showed no significant changes from pretest to posttest, from posttest to follow-up, or 
from pretest to follow-up (see Table 5). 
Correlation Analysis 
Pearson correlation analyses were used to examine the intercorrelations for 
the study variables including gender, age, race/ethnicity, SES comparison, positive 
parenting, peer deviancy, friend influence on alcohol/drugs, how important friends 
are, number of friends one has, and current alcohol use for the experimental group 
and also for the control group (see Tables 6 and 7). Significant correlations 
important to the research goals of this study are discussed below. 
Experimental group. Within the experimental group, at pretest higher numbers 
of friends participating in negative behaviors was negatively correlated with parental 
influence, r= -.37, JX.03, and positively correlated with drinking on more occasions 
within the past 30 days, r = .54, JX.00. Thus, at pretest, the students in the 
experimental group who reported more friends participating in negative behaviors 
reported feeling less positive parental influence and participated in drinking activities 
more often the previous month. This finding coincides with previous research 
suggesting that adolescents who value their peers' opinions more than their parents' 
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opinions are at a higher risk to participate in substance use/abuse (Barnes & Windle, 
1987). Additionally, at posttest having more friends involved in negative behaviors 
was positively correlated with drinking, r= .51, p<.00, and being drunk more often 
the previous month, r = .41, p<.02. These findings support earlier research that 
found peer deviancy to be the most significant influence on adolescent drug use 
(Dishion & Loeber, 1985). 
For this sample, peer deviancy behaviors and negative positive parenting are 
connected to adolescents drinking alcohol. Thus, incorporating a program such as 
RYlll into schools may provide students the opportunity to build a more positive 
social context. It would allow the students to surround themselves with other 
classmates/peers who are participating in the same sessions and experiencing 
similar patterns of behavior to bond and possibly learn from each other better ways 
of removing themselves from risky situations. 
Previous research has indicated that peer influence has generally been 
accepted as a primary risk factor for adolescent substance use (Bray et al., 2003). 
Therefore, significant correlations between peer influence and alcohol use were 
anticipated. At follow-up, students reporting having friends who influenced them to 
use alcohol and drugs had a positive relationship with drinking alcoholic beverages 
within the past 30 days. The actual correlation is negative, r= -.37, P<.03, because 
the friends influence questions used a scale from -1 O to 1 O where -1 O = had friends 
who influenced them to use and + 10 = had friends who influenced them not to use. 
Therefore, this finding suggests that friends influenced students to drink alcohol 
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within the past 30 days. Further, adolescents considering their friends to be 
important in their lives at the posttest was positively correlated with gender, r = .39, 
p<.02, and SES comparison, r= .51, p<.001, indicating that girls and students who 
compared themselves favorably financially to others considered friends to be more 
important in their lives than did boys. 
Control group. At pretest, having friends who participated in deviant behaviors 
was positively correlated with importance of friends, r = .35, p<.05, with drinking 
alcoholic beverages, r = .50, p<.00, and with being drunk within the past 30 days r = 
.51, p<.00, for the control group. At posttest, having friends involved in more 
negative behaviors was positively correlated with importance of friends, r =.36, 
p<.05, drinking within the past month, r = .41, p<02, and gender, r = .36, p<.04. 
Gender was also positively correlated with being drunk, r = .35, p<.05, and 
negatively correlated with influence of friends to participate in alcohol/drug use within 
the past 30 days, r= -.47, p<.01. Thus, girls were more apt to have been drunk and 
to be influenced by their friends to participate in alcohol/drug use within the past 30 
days. At follow-up, having friends who participated in deviant behaviors was 
significantly correlated with drinking r = .64, p<.00, and with being drunk within the 
past 30 days r = .62, p<OO, for the control group. 
Summary of Results 
In this research, two overarching questions were asked and data related to 
these questions were presented in the previous sections. The following paragraphs 
summarize the findings relative to the two questions. 
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1. Do students who participate in the RYlll program have less alcohol use 
than controls who do not take part in the RYlll program? 
Results from the current study indicated that students who participated in the RYlll 
class (experimental group) verses those who did not participate in the class (control 
group) were relatively the same except for friend influence on alcohol/drug use in the 
past 30 days. While the mean change scores for the experimental group increasingly 
got better over time, the control group mean change scores decreasingly moved 
toward being influenced to use alcohol/drugs in the past 30 days. Students in the 
experimental group increasingly were more likely to have friends influence them not 
to use alcohol/drugs. Perhaps these students were positively influenced by the 
friends they made in the RYI 11 class and used what they learned in class to choose 
more positive friends and activities. The goal of the RYlll treatment was to decrease 
alcohol use and/or hold it at a steady level, and this research showed that students 
in the experimental group were more likely to have friends influencing them to not 
use alcohol/drugs over time. 
2. Do other variables (gender, race/ethnicity, age, family SES comparison, 
positive parenting, friend influence) influence patterns of alcohol use 
between the experimental RYlll group and the control RYlll group? 
Results from the current study also indicated that for both experimental and control 
groups, the variables peer deviancy and friend influence were highly correlated over 
time with drinking and being drunk in the past 30 days. Thus, other variables do 
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affect patterns of alcohol use over time and the RYlll class needs to focus more 
attention on the effect peers may have on students' patterns of alcohol use/abuse. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this research study was to compare the experimental group 
(students who completed the RYlll program) with the control group to determine if 
the adolescents' participation in the RYlll program stopped their progression of 
alcohol use and/or decreased their overall intake of alcohol. Three instruments 
based on the original RY model were used to assess the students at three time 
periods. Initially it was expected that students in the experimental group would show 
an increase over time in perceptions of positive parenting, having friends 
participating in less deviant behavior activities, and having friends influencing them 
to not use alcohol/drugs. Influence of friends to use or not alcohol/drugs in the past 
30 days changed positively for the experimental group and negatively for the control 
group. This finding indicates that RYlll had an effect on the positive influence of 
friends encouraging students to not use alcohol/drugs, while students in the control 
group were negatively affected by friends to use alcohol/drugs. 
Implications 
While it is important to provide substance use prevention/intervention efforts 
to all adolescents, it is important to focus on the differences between rural and urban 
communities and to understand the needs of various groups. There is a need for 
more research focused on adolescents in rural communities. Educating the youth of 
all communities to understand and practice healthier lifestyles will benefit society as 
a whole. 
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The current study collected data that pertained directly to adolescent alcohol 
use/abuse. While it is important to look at the effects alcohol may have with today's 
adolescents, it would be interesting to look deeper into the drug arena, beyond 
alcohol into harder drugs, and examine the issues surrounding adolescent drug use. 
The impact of the RYlll program on adolescent's perceptions of alcohol/drug 
use further down the road might prove to be very interesting and helpful. While a 
student's actual use may not have decreased and/or stopped, her or his perceptions 
about alcohol/drugs may have changed in a way to impact later use. This alone 
could be a step in the right direction for the prevention programming world to begin 
intervening and continue to teach concepts that may build on positive perceptions. 
While it is important to quantitatively observe and measure students' use of 
alcohol, it would also be interesting to qualitatively analyze students' personal 
opinions and ideas about alcohol use and the factors that play into their using 
behaviors. More research, using qualitative methodologies on reasons for 
alcohol/drug use might be important for prevention/intervention programming. It 
would allow for a deeper understanding of how and why students participate in risky 
behaviors such as drinking alcohol. It may also provide a clearer explanation of how 
and why positive parenting, peer deviancy, and friend influence can have such a 
powerful force on participating or not participating in alcohol/drug use. 
Limitations 
This study focused directly on the effectiveness of the RYlll program in one 
rural Iowa high school. One limitation was the students' attrition rate. Keeping track 
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of students who had either been kicked out, moved, become home schooled, and to 
whom many other things had happened was relatively difficult. Sample size dropped 
by the end of the study and contributed to missing data, thus limiting our 
understanding of the affect of the RYlll program on the students in the class. 
The current study collected only self-reported data from each of the 
adolescents. Because all of the data were self reported, it would have been helpful 
to study the parents' perspectives on the influence they have on their child. 
The surveys themselves were quite a lengthy process for students. While the 
instruments appear to be somewhat straightforward and relatively clear, they require 
concentration and patience to get through in a timely manner. For some students, 
this process may have been difficult and caused them to not always answer 
questions to the best of their abilities. 
The current study measured family financial condition based on student's 
perception of how they see their family's financial situation in relation to other 
students in their school. This is not an accurate measure of family SES. For future 
research, it would be important to look at each family's income individually to 
determine if family SES plays a part in adolescent alcohol use. 
In analyzing the current data, measuring mean change score differences 
produced more t-tests and thus may have affected the validity of each comparison. 
So, in looking specifically at t-test comparisons, validity concerns arose since the 
analysis might not have accurately measured the data based on a 95% confidence 
interval. It might have been beneficial to use the Bonferroni adjustment to guarantee 
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validity of results and true significance. Also it might be beneficial for future analyses 
to use pretest scores as a covariate for predicting posttest scores. This use of 
repeated measures might be more accurate in testing each variable. 
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APPENDIX A 
HIGH SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE (HSQ) 
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WHAT Is YOUR TYPICAL WEEK LIKE? FOK EXAMPLE, THINK OF LAST WEEK. 
FOK EACH ACTIVITY LISTED BELOW, ESTIMATE ... 
* the number of AFTERNOONS you spend on it, during the week, after school until 6 p.m. 
*and, the number of EVENINGS you spend on it, during the week after 6 p.m. 
For example: If you work J afternoons/week, MARK the numlnr "J" 1mder "AFTERNOONS." 
Mark "0" if you are not involved in the activity. 
ACTIVITY - MONIJAY - FRIDAY Nu. AftenwolU 
ajkrKhoo/ 
I. Job or working oul'iide home (yard work, baby-sining. CIC.) ............... ~~\!)(!)@(~)@ 
2. Homework... . .... @0@@(!1© 
3. Athletics (school/community, prac1ice, playing) . . . @(D(!1@@1J) 
4. Activities (clubs, church youth groups. music lessons. etc.) . . . @(11@@@!.!J 
5. Volunteer work (in a ho!>pital, food bank, school.church, etc.) . . (_!)(!)@@@@ 
6. Anending chun.il/templc services . •:!) (!)@d) 1~@ 
7. Family responsibilities {chores. yard work, baby-sining for .-.ibling, etc.) ...... (!.,1 0 (!) @@@ 
8. Family activities (ralking with parcnttsJ, eating dinner, going out. etc.). . .... @(f)@r,!i(!)@ 
9. Partying . @(f)@@@@ 
to. Spending an hour or more with rriends (lalk.ing. telcphoning, visi1ingJ ........ @·j)@@~l@ 
II. Watching television a.lone..... .@©@@@@ 
I:?. Watching television with others .. , . . . .;!; 1,!) '.:!:! (!1 ':!J f~ 
13. Spending time alone tbut not wacching T.V.) ....... ·.:!Ji..V@@(!J(:!) 
14. Having nothing to do . . ..... z!J ,3)@@ C!J@ 
15. Other activity: r!J ·'..!> ~!J (t ;~ <~ 
(please 11amt:i 
No. Evcninrs 
Mon.-Fri. 
@Gl©@@© 
®©©@©© 
@©©@<!>© 
@©©@@@ 
@©©@@@ 
@CD@©@© 
@©©@©@ 
@©©@©@ 
@©©@@© 
@©©@@© 
@©©@@@ 
@©©@@© 
@©©@@© 
@f!)@@@@ 
@l!)t~@@li) 
NOW, ESTIMATE the number of MORNINGS, AFTERNOONS. and EVENINGS you spend on activities. 
For example: If you work. all day Saturday and only Sunday afternoon, 
~WARK" l" under "MORNINGS" and "2" under "Af.TERNOONS.'' 
Mark "0" if you are not in11olved in the activity. 
ACTIVITY - SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS No.of 
Mornings 
I. Job or working outside home (yard work. baby-sining. e1c.l . . .... <rt ::_i.1 .. V 
2. Homework . . ,1\ (i) r!,' 
3. Athletics (school/communicy. prac~ice, playing) . . .... ~:~ (D ( ~ 
4. Ac1ivi1ies (clubs. church youth groups. music lessons. etc.) . . . @1,i) (!; 
5. Volunteer work (in a ~pi1al. food bank., school. church, elc.) . . ·:!;(DJ.' 
6. Attending church/temple services . • . . . ............ ;.!.,' >.°!) ;l,; 
7. F:unily responsibilities (chore~. yanl work. baby·sining tiir -.ihling. etc.I.. . . :o_-, i,1_-. iz> 
8. Family activitii:s ~talking with parentlsl. eating dinner. going out. CIC.). . . \!~ rI:. (~ 
9. Partying . -'~H:~> 2\ 
10. Spending an hour or more with friend-.11alk.ing. telep1Mlning. visiting) . . (~ (!) ~2) 
11. Watching television alone . . ... '!· ~i) <~; 
12. Wa(ching television with others . . :§; 1_!,' '2_; 
13. Spending time: alone i but nor watching T. V.) . . , 0 I) , 2 
14. Having nothing to do . . ii~· ( i' 
15. Other activity: ii>"£' 2 
(f'h'USl'llW/11'} 
No.of 
Afttrnuons 
·:~.:(1_: :2) 
@<DiJJ 
@<.~fJ® 
'.iJii)@ 
t!J(D,il 
!)@:'f1 
~J·:-!:·X1 
-.~J(i1<V 
O•Cil(~l 
~1;1>D 
~I \1) ~!) 
~~) ',_i) (ZJ 
~· '.!;J,! 
\~H.!;1.!_i 
·O) 2)1,:i> 
• • • • 
No.of 
Ev1milrgs 
@©@ 
@(j)(i) 
@©@ 
®0@ 
@CD@ 
~J(j)@ 
@0® 
@Ci)@ 
:~)(!)i:· 
@C!J(~ 
<!.>tD@ 
1!:1<i)1iJ 
<.~)\!)© 
!i)(i)@ 
,~;·©Ci! 
• •• 
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PLEASE TELL Us ABOUT YOUR FRIENDS- NOT WHO THEY ARE-
JU~I How MANY You HAVE AND WHAT THEY LIKE DOING. 
I. ABOUT How MANY REALLY CLOSE 
FRIENDS WOULD You SAY You HAVE? 
WRITE IN and MARK the 
appropriate number in the 
box to the left. 
For example, if you haH 6 
reall1 close friends, write in 
"06" at the top; and mark 
the circU for "O" in the left 
column, and "6" in the 
column on the right. 
2. How IMPORTANT ARE YOUR FRIENDS 
TO You IN YOUR LIFE? 
MARK a number below that fits you. 
NC1ta1al/ 
lmportanl 
Neutral Ver_v 
lmpnna111 
3. FOR HOW MANY OF YOUR CLOSE FRIENDS ARE THE FOUOWING STATEMENTS TRUE? 
MARK a numlHr 
using this scale. 
Almost AU of Them 
About Haljo/Th~m 
How many of your NoHo/Them 
close friends ... 
I. attend church or religious 
group activities'!. . ........... @CD@@~ \li (j) 
2. arc active in school/community 
sports. clubs or activities'? . . . @ (j) @@(!)@@ 
3. skip school? 
4. plan to go to college? . 
5. have ercr dropped out of school'! @(!; (t (_!; ~ (~l@ 
6. drink alcohol? 
7. use drugs other than alcohol'? . . ij) (D 'i> \.._~1 (!l (~111) 
8. have ever gouen tlrunk'? . 
9. spend time in volunteer work 
(~hool. community)?. . .. (!J (j) !3,i --:~. :·.~ ::~; ·:!> 
••• • • • 
MARK a number 
using this scale. 
Almofl AU o/Th~m 
About Half of Them 
How many of your None of TM• 
close friends ... 
10. spend locs of time with 1heir 
families'? . . ................ @G!@ aJ cY@C!: 
11. know your parent(s) well?.. . . ·J:l0@CYCY@@ 
12. often ge1 in10 trouble at school'? .. ij}(!)(!l@~@@ 
13. have gotten in trouble with the 
police/law? . . .@(Ji@@@@@ 
14. are people you can depend on 10 
suppon and encourage you?. . t!J(!:"@t!l~@(!,; 
16. have ~wnen into physical tighls 
wilh other kids? . . . (~1-~1C!Jti.1 @(~i(~ 
l 7. arc nldcr. no longer in high 
school'? ................. ~~,,~·,!}~l><9l!J;,_I) 
• 
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IN THIS SECTION, WE ASK YOUR OPINION ABOUT DRUGS AND ALCOHOL. 
There is a lot of talk about the subject, but little accurate infonnation. 
We have much to learn about the actual attitudes and experiences of young people. 
So. your honest responses to questions in this section 
will provide valuable information on this important topic. 
If there is a question you'd prefer not to answer, please skip it. rather than give a false answer. 
Remember, all your answers are CONFIDENTIAL. Absolutely no one at school will see your survey. 
A. IF You WANTED To, How HARD 
Wouw IT BE FOR You TO GET 
EACH OF THE DRUGS BELOW? 
MARK your rtspo11$• wing this scale. 
Dot1'I Kltow 
Vny&u] 
&u, 
Fob9&u1 
Di/lk•k 
Viti)' DiJflc•lt 
1'robob9 l111po61ibl< 
I. Marijuana (weed, pol) .. 
2. Cocaine (crack. coke) ... .... @@@@@@@ 
3. Depressants or tranquilizers 
(downers, reds, barbs, Valium, etc.) • CD@@<~@@@ 
4. Stimulants (amphetamines, crmlk, 
crystal.speed, etc:.) .............. Q)@@@@@@ 
5. Beer or wine 
6. Hard liquor Q)(!>@@@1,!)@ 
B. WHICH OF THE FOU..OW/NG FITS 
BEST WITH YOUR PATTERN OF 
SUBSTANCE USE? 
MARK •Uher TRUE 
or NOT TRUE after 
~lll:h statenunL 
I . I tn.tJ alcohol and/or drugs only once 
NotTnN 
Of'tWice, .......................... , ...•••• <D @ 
!. I have nntU usnl alcohol and/or drugs. , , , ••••• <D @ 
3. I used to use alcohol and/or drugs before. 
bul quit and don't use now ................... Q) @ 
4. I use alcohol at family gatherings and/or 
celebrations . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . .. .. • . . . . ..... <D @ 
5. I use alcohol and/or drugs on weekends . . . .... CD @ 
6. I use alcohol and/or drugs in the evenings 
during the week.(Monday through Thursday) .... 0 @ 
7. ( use alcohol and/or drugs at (or before) 
school............ . ................. CD @ 
S. I have been dNRk or high at school . . . . . . ..... CD ® 
9. I use alcohcH and/or drugs when partying 
with my friends .. . .. . . . . • . . . . • • . . ...... CD @ 
IO. I have gotten drunk before .. . . . . . ........... CD @ 
I l. 1 smoke cigareues if they're around . . ........• © @ 
12. I reel pressured to use alcohol/drugs ....•.. CD ® 
C. WHEN DID YOU FIRST USE DRUGS OR ALCOHOL (IF EVER)? 
PLEASE INDICATE THE GRADE You WERE IN WHEN You FIRST .... 
I. tried marijuana. . .. :ii <2:,1 <!)·.·.!J1~t<.!;0 :.!i~·(1'@@ 
-· 1ried cocaine (coke. crack).. ·,!),~_l'~h~• .ii(~ '~~-1 (~1(!i(1!'@@ 
3. 1ricd ~nts or tranquilizers (downers. reds. barbs. Valium. e1c.) ...... :j)\_~rj; 1:~ '.!°' r~: 1.J:: '-~·'',!}l~!i@t~ 
4. 1ried stimulants (amphetamines. cran~. speed. etc.) . . .. :_l11:~1r_'!1 (~;t~'; C!J<.'tit~(!)~tlj)(!} 
5. stanedsmoking(oneormorccigarettes/week). r.:-2;;~1-:~· :iJ(.i):_!}'._~i.!.h,!!'('i}Ji_f} 
6. drank akohol . . .... ·."!'1i!°'•(i_1·:~1::;;.,~11 ~:(~{!1~@(~ 
7. gotdrunkfromdrinkingtoomuch ....... 1 2 '3 ~;,5 !,:i'f ·~r!1<.~1i_1i·:~ 
8. gothighonmarijuanu. 1 2.°' ~.i~.:•;.-~::·i'·i:!':~~t! ·'~@·:I..• 
• ••• • 
N ... r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
,_:,, 
••• 
" 
' 
i 
D. How OFTEN HAVE You USED 
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS 
DURING THE PAST MONTH? 
Remember, if you have nol used any of these 
drugs. there is still an appropriate response for 
you to choose. 
MARK th• number that best describes your 
drug use, us;ng this scale. 
Enry 0., 
Almost Er1'1 DaJ 
S•veral TU..rJWcd 
About 011celWulc 
2 orJ Times 
Once 
No1AtAU 
During the last month 
(30 days) I have used . .. 
I. Smoking tobacco .. 
2. Beer or wine .. 
3. Hard liquor (whiskey. gin, 
.@©@@@@@ 
.... @~@@@@@ 
vodka. mixed drinks) .......... @·::D@@G_'.1(!1,IJ 
4. Marijuana (weed. pot. grass) .... 1:!,lr3)@(~1 @(!)•:!) 
S. Cocaine (coke, crack). .@@@@@@@ 
6. Opiates (heroin, morphine. 
codeine). . .. ®':!!@@@1!;@ 
7. Depressants (downers, reds, 
barbs, etc.). . ..... '!) l1)@@@{!i@ 
8. Tranquilizers (Valium. 
Librium) 
9. Hallucinogen.'\ (angel dust. 
LSD, PCP, magic mushrooms) .. @0@i'!)@@@ 
I 0. Inhaled subs(anccs (glue, 
gasoline. paint thinner. 
spray cans. white-out) . . .... @(!)@@@ (!i © 
11. Stimu!ants (amphetamines, 
crystal. speed. etc.) 
12. Over 1he counter drugs (diet 
pills. NoDoz. Nyquil. etc.) 
but not IOr their intended use .... @(Ti(!) (i/•'.lJ;Ii(~) 
••• • • •• 
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E. How OFTEN WERE THE FOUOW/NG 
STATEMENTS TRUE FOR You 
DURING THE PAST MONTH? 
EvtryDay 
Almost Every Da1 
Strerrd TiMts/Wttlc 
MARK a number 
that fits you, using 
this scalt. 
About OnctlWtd 
During tht last 
month (30 days) ... 
lat"JTimts 
l. There were problems between 
me and my friends because of 
my using substances. .@©@@@(!1'!) 
2. There were conflicts between 
me and my family because of 
my using substances. . . @(!)@(~)r!:l(j),!) 
3. I usually didn't stop with just 
one or two drinks.. . . @f!i@(i;•:!J@© 
4. I felt pressured by my friends 
to use alcohol and/or drug.~ . . . @ ©@ @© @@ 
5. My friends/family were mad 
at me because I used or did 
something wrong while using ... t.!}11:·@<'!:©~· 'ii 
6. I felt depressed after using 
alcohol/drugs . .@l!J.®C!1©t!lt!.i 
7. I felt guilty about how much 
alcohol and/or drugs I used .. @•:fl@@@ (i. '!> 
8. I kept drinking/using even 
though I'd had plemy already . . @C!;@•:i;@(!_·.@ 
9.1 wa.~ upset with my,;elf for using.@•:!)@·:])@@@ 
I 0. I got ea..;ily angered or annoyed 
due to using substances . . . @@©@©@@ 
11. I fell supported by my parents 
for NOT 1uing alcohol or drugs .. @ ~· ,!) (!)@ ri) ·:ii 
12. I used more alcohol and/or 
drugs than I intended to . . ...... 1:!) l..!) @ (~) ':!> 1.~; ::!,) 
13. I used more 1han one drug (for 
example. ah.:ohol and an~hcr 
drug) at the same time . . @•,:.)@(J)@1~r,!' 
14. I stayed "wa.'itcd .. ;Jll Jay long ... ·'!Ji_!i(!_)(~~(ij@ 
15. Friends said 1hey were worried 
about my smoking. drinking 
or other Jrug use . ·,..!,! }, W :.!'• \..~ J1 <!'• 
• 
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F. Now THINK ABOUT THINGS THAT HAVE HAPPENED BECAUSE OF YOUR ALCOHOL 
OR OTHER DRUG USE... DURING THE PAST MONTH AND THE PAST YEAR 
Remember. even if you liavt 11ot used alcohol or other drugs. 
there is still an appropriate response for you to chomie. 
THIS COLUMN REFERS TO YOUR EXl'ERIENCES 
DURING THE LAST MONTH (30 OAYS). 
MARK a number 
using this scale. 
Sir or Men T.,,..1 
FinTi1J111 
F(IW1iMfl 
TluuTUllft' 
Twia 
o ... 
No<AIAU 
Dru to using akoliol 
and/or drugs in tht LAST 
MONTH (30 day1) ••• 
1. I missed an assignmcm or fuilcd 
a1est •. . . .. ... . . . . ... . . . . . . . @<Ji@t!i<]hJ)QJ 
2. I goc inlo uoublc with the law 
(warned. an'C!lrcdor DWI. etc.) (j)(i1@(~'<3:i'°!i@ 
3. I got in10 trouble a1 school 
(disciplined). . .•• \!>CD@~:!;@~) {j: 
4. I fell sick from drinking or 
"drugging" too much . • @C!:•@!~l\j.\'~!i) !,!) 
5, Someone told me I wai; using 
roomuch O&ndsaid to cut down . @(Yl.ii~!iriJ 'l '.!J 
6, I slOie !Wmething from M>mcbody 
(ort'romaslore) ............•..• @(!)@@(!J1_i)f!J 
7. I damaged somebody's property .... (!;•'!)@@;<-y13;~ 
9.1 had lhoughtsofsuicidc .••• , @(!;@1~·,1!;i !.'~J 
10. I Wil.'i late forclW1s. miued 
appointments. '"'work .. 
11. I didn't go home. 
12. I lied to my family or friend,., .... ,. r.!)1.]·1Jr,t ,!J' 5 ~) 
• 
THIS COLUMN REFERS TO YOUR EXl'ERIENCES 
DURING THE LAST YF.AR. 
MARK a number 
ruing this scale. 
Dw to using alt:ohol 
and/or drufl in th• 
LAST YEAR ••• 
I. I miS!ied an il55ignmenr or failed 
atesl .....•....•.. 
2. t got in10 trouble with the law 
(warned. arrcslcd or DWI: CIC.) 
3. I ~'OI inro 1roubic a1 school 
(di!iCiplincd, SU.'lpendcd. Cle.) . 
4. I felt sick from drinking or 
"drugging" tnu much ..... . 
5. Someone 1old me I wa.' using 
SiJtOl'Monn.-1 
FlnT .. •• 
Fown-. 
@©@@@@@ 
@'.Il@@@(i)(j) 
100 much and soi.id to cut down . . . . .,j)(~ J>@@@@ 
6. I stoic !'IOfl1elhing from somebody 
<orfromas1on:} .1!'\1.:·l,j}(j)@@@ 
7.1 damaged !iOmChody\ propeny .... !!)(j!@(j1@@@ 
8.1 got intoafiB-hl..... . ...• @(f'@@@1.i·r!) 
10. I wall late forda.-.s. mis...,._-d 
appninrmems. or work . 
11. I didn't go home . 
12. I lied 10 my family l>f' l"riendli . 
• • • • •• 
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WHO INFLUENCED You TO USE OR Nor USE ALCOHOL AND/OR DRUliS IN THE PAST MONTH? 
Note, * People who influenced Non .. Use encouraged or reminded you by . 
- setting a good example for not using alcohol or other drugs. or 
- praising you for sticking to your goal of non-use. or 
- trying to keep you from using. 
* People who influenced Use made it easy for you lo use by . 
- giving you alcohol/drugs or making it easy for you to get them, or 
- using when they're around you, encouraging/tempting. you to use, or 
- putting you down for not using. etc. 
CHOOSE YOUR RESPONSE USING THIS SCALE: 
• @ a @ a a a @ a a © a ~ ~ 9 a a a ~ a ~ 
lnfl~nced Use Had no /njlllenced Non-Use 
Made it easier injlutrn:e Tried to keep 
for me to 1ut me {mm using 
Mark the number for how the people listed influenced your akohoUdrug NON-USE or USE DURING 
THE PAST MONTH (30 days). 
I. Myself ... 
~ ~ ·~ ~'.!1 ~ '.~ @ ~~ :.':!i ,:Jj :0) --t!· ';:-2! 4i ~~. ~ ·.1 ;--f) ;:I; .. 
2. My teacher\s). 
·;Bl i~ :!/ .,. ·:i; (.!1 ·.~I ·Ji ~I ,~·, 'ii ·~i,· ~3.i ;_:i, ., .~, o:r:I ... 
3. My classmates .. 
@ ~ ::;1 ~) '.:!i (.j' ·~ ~) (~; '.d: "O) ~i ;:2i .;. .. d• ·I' "' ·•· 
4. My school counselor ... 
(!it ~ (:j) ~ ·~) ~-~ <~} '.:_~1 (~ :Ii · ..~) r,•!J ;~: .. -~· .1, -... j ~ 
5. My best friend ... 
@ '~) @, ;} "<~,- L~1 :~1 ·~ ~) -~!,\ .. • 1: ~2! .; .i 
6. My close friend<i ... 
'"' GI 
(~l :} ;~- j) ~i ·,1; 3: :Y ~: ~I '41 .., ~) -;~ :. .. . .,, .. 10 
7. My mother (female guardian) C (Murk thfa drd<• ifyrm hu1·t• 11m1c/ 
""' 
i_~ (:j) ;j) ·:.;i \41 1? 'i• "' ·::°1' ~ 
.,. ~) -~" • i ... .;; 
8. My father (male guardian). :; /Murk rhis circh· if yo11lu1r1·1w1w1 
~- ~) -,~! '.!! 
,~,, ~') ~· :3; :.:i• .{; •" .. .s, .. 
9. My brother\s) and/or sister(s) ... 
•. (Murk rliis circle if_1·11u /Jun· mmrJ 
.,iiJ ·:"ii '"'' 'il ;~) ·_-!i '-4) :j· ~I -i:- ii: ;.J; .1: 
If there is someone else who influenced you (to use t>r not use), please think about tliat persm1, 
fill in his/her relationship lo you in tire blank space below . .. then mark a number. 
10.0ther ( Relcitionship to you I 
., ·l' .; 
••• • • • • 
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IN THIS SECTION, WE w ANT You TO Focus ON YOURSELF, Youa EXPERIENCES. 
Your honest responses to these questions will help us learn a great deal about what young people 
are facing today, and about how you manage your personal problems. 
Remember, all your responses will In kept strictly CONFIDENTIAL. 
A. THOUGHTS, FEELINGS AND CONCERNS 
FOR EACH STATEMENT, MARJC THE NUMBER THAT FITS You BEST 
Usethisscak 
N..,.r 
1. I feel t:hat ( have a number of 
goodqualities .................... @(j)@@©©© 
2. IC is bud for me to tcll people 
1 am angry ••.... 
3. l feel overwhelmed about all the 
.@(])©@©©© 
things that I have to get done ..•.... @©@@©<l1@ 
4. I feel lonely @(!)@@©©@ 
S. My parents' expectations for me 
:ire reasonable. . @CD©@©@© 
6. 1 certainly feel useless at times ..... @CD©@@ t.!) © 
7. I feel confident that I can handle 
my persoul problems . . . . . @CD©@@ (!i@ 
8. I wish I could have more 
respect for myself .• @©·~@@@@ 
9. I have serious conflicts and 
tensions with my parent( s) ......... @ © @@ © ("i:J@ 
IO. I feel that people dislike me 
11. I feel depressed . . @G::·©@@Ci'® 
12. I have problems gening along 
with my brod1er(s)/sister(s) ......... @@@@@(!'!@ 
13. I feel pressure from my friends 
to do things I mouldn'I . 
14. My parent(sl help me when 
I'm feeling bad ldepressed. 
"down." "blue"). . ..... @(!::;@·~~-' :JJ·~s:··. :!) 
• 
Usethisscak 
Nnw 
IS. I take a positive attitude 
toward myself .................. @©©(!)@@® 
16. When I get reaJly mad, I feel like 
I might lose control . . . . . . . . . ..... ® © © © © (!> © 
17. Things have been so bad at home 
that I have thought about running 
away. .®©®@@@© 
18. Nothing I de or try seems 10 work out. @© © ® © (!) © 
19. I have thoughts about suicide ,,@(j)@@©©© 
20. I feel pressured to improve myself .. ®©@©©C!: © 
21. My parent(sJ explain the reasons 
for lhcir rules that apply to me 
22. I feel stressed by expeclations to 
do well or better at school .. , 
23. My parent(s) care (praise me. 
"pat me on the back") when I try 
@(!)©@©©@ 
to do well or better in school . . .... ® (!) @@ '1) (!'1 © 
24. I can't shake off feeling "down" 
or "hlue" even with help from 
family/friends.. . .... @i.:iJ@@@Cf® 
15. Parental alcohol and/or drug use 
is a problem in my home . . .. (!) (!1@ C!.1@ •."~l ~ 
26. Ah.'Ohol and/or drug use is a 
problem for my Orotherls)lsi!ller(s) .. @l,_!)(~1-~J©<!I@ 
27. I feel that nobody truly 
cares about me . 
• • • • •• 
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A. THOUGHTS. FEELINGS AND CONCERNS (CONTINUED) 
Use this scale Alwa1s 
N.,,., 
28. l feel "stressed out" 
29. l feel sad ..........•. 
..... @Ql@@@@@ 
... @@@@@@@ 
30. I get easily annoyed or irritated ..... @0@ Q)@ ®@ 
31. Oifficul1ies seem to pile up so high 
I feel that I cannot overcome them .. @CD@@r,!)(:!J''.!) 
32. My life is meaningless .• .@<D@@@(j)@ 
33. I feel satisfied with the way my 
family talks things over and • 
shares problems with me .•.• , .... , @©@@@@@ 
34. Members of my family are 
often depressed .•.•••.•••••.•.•. @CD@@©©@ 
35. I feel satisfied with the way my 
family and I share time together. . . . @0 r!J (!:· © 1!::, (!) 
36. I feel uneasy and/or anxious .. 
37. When I uy, I can make good 
things happen for me . 
38. I just don't get the breaks and 
@©@@@@@ 
don'tthinkl.everwill .. @Q)@(i)@(~·Ji 
39. lfeel hopeless about my life . . . @©@@(!)1!)<.!) 
40. I think that suicide as an answer 
to life's problem! is 0.K. for me , .. @Q)@C~••'.!>(~i@ 
41. I have written noccs. poetry or left 
drawings suggestive of suicide ...... ;J,1 :,i: @ · l. @ ~- :11 
42. I can learn to adjust or cope with 
my problems. . .. @(~;.Jl~i.1(£i,iil!;' 
43. I have times when I feel physicnlly 
anxious (jittery, heart pounding, 
~cold sweats." dizzy). . @1_~@(!; (!) C! ':~ 
.W. I am satisfied with the way my 
family expresses affection and 
responds to my emoc:ions. !OUCh 
as anger. sorrow & love .. r.!J (f; r:!) ,-~' ~~ 1s_ '! 
••• • • • 
Use this scale 
45. My parcnl(s) accept and support 
my activities .... 
46. No mauer how bad l feel, I know 
Always 
Usaall1 
that I will feel bencr evcntwtlly . . . . 1:!) (Di!) i'j)@ (!1@ 
47. I am bolhered by bad or frightening 
thoughts that come back. over 
and over............. .@@~@@G)@ 
48. I am 5111.isfacd that I can tum to my 
family for help when something 
is bothering me . , . @@@@@@ {!) 
49. It's O.K. with my parent(sJ if I drink. 
at panics .. .... @(!)@@@©@ 
50. My parenl(.s)know who my friends arc.®©:'.!)@@(!.,@ 
51. My parcnl{s) approve of my friends .. ·:!)@@@@!_~@ 
52. Friends :1pend free time at my house . @l:!; ~i_!J@r!---., (!) 
53. I get so angry, I shout and yell 
at others ...... .. .. @G)'!J@©t!),:!) 
54. I get so anxious, my thoughts get 
jumbled and I'm easily confused . . . @(!) @(!)@ '::!:@ 
55. My parenl(sJ think it is wrong for 
me to use marijuana . ... @i_Y@@@<i)@ 
56. My Mom ([)udJ complains about 
feeling depres!'ied . . .... ;.!) ,:-1)@ @i@ !'!)@ 
51. One of my parents lor anocher 
family member) has been hig.h 
or drunk in front of me . 
58. My parenthl attend cvcnb at 
my school .. 
59. When I'm not at home. my parent(sJ 
know where to find me ........... (~!!_-~(~1<!:ilf '!J 
60. I feel c;ipablc and tn control 
of my life . . ...... ;~ ,:i) r'iJ •,~) (!,i '-~' :·11 
• 
8. "TOUGH" SITUATIONS ... 
SOME EVENTS IN A YOUTH'S LIFE ARE PRETTY 
TOUG/I ... WE'D VALUE IT IF You•n TELL 
US YOUR EXPERIENCES WITH THOSE BELOW. 
MARK a number 
using this scale. 
Sir or Mon Thn•s 
Five Tinus 
Fo11.rTimes 
ThneTimes 
Twice First, in the LAST JO 
DAYS, how many 
times did you ... 
Once 
Not At A.II 
I. get into a physical fight with 
someone?. ...... @CD©®©t!)© 
2. take Jifc-thrc:nening risks? ......... ®@ ©@ 0 ® ® 
3. feel so bud tha.1 you 
1hrc-.i1.encd suicide? . 
4. shop-lif't, steal. or ruin someone's 
propeny? . . . . @Q)©©@@® 
5. become m upset that you hit 
something?.. . .............. ®0®@©@© 
6, feel so bad that you 
dtlempted ?<>uicide? .. 
Now, in the LAST YEAR, 
how many times did you ... 
7. get into a physical light with 
someone?. 
K. lake life-threatening risks'! . 
9. fed so bad tha1·.you 
threatened suicide? . . ® Q)@ @ (~.H!' (i) 
10. get disciplined at school for 
lighting or threatening someone'.' ®CD@®©(!;@ 
11. shop-lift .. ~teal. or ruin someone's 
pmpeny"?. ..@Q)@@@ 1!il!'. 
12. get into tmuble wi1h the police 
'get a IH.:ket. a warning:. appear 
in couns. c1c.)"! . 
13. run away from homc for a 
day or more'! . 
\-!..become "iO upset 1hat you hit 
some1hing'! 
15. fed"'° bad that you 
uttnupretl .~uicidc'! .. 
• 
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C. HANDLING PROBLEMS 
PLEASE TEU Us Huw You HANDLE PERSONAL 
PROBLEMS IN YOUR LIFE .• ANO IF YOU'RE 
MAKING OR CONTEMPLATING CHANGES. 
Use this DIFFERENT 
scale now. 
A Ft'w Times 
When faced with 
personal problems, 
I tend to ... 
l.1um to my friends 10 help me. . .. ®(iJ1!>\!:>©t£, .'!) 
2. try to forget about the probkm: 
say "it\ no big dt!al". 
3. fai:e the problem head on: work 
al it until it's senled. . . @·,~· 1'.f)(!)~··iJ'.!) 
4. imagine my~lf solving 1he: problem: 
then get on with h3ndling the 
problem for real . . ® CI:· r!) r:D 0 q)@ 
5. talk to or tum to my parenl(s) 
for help .. 
6. think about my op1ions. choose 
the best one. and take action.. . .... ·..!)·.I,® ·t ~· :~· ,!! 
Note! The scale 
changes again. 
Sll'ongly Disagnt' 
Regarding personal problems, 
in my opinion ... 
Strongly Agnt' 
Nt'utral 
7. I don't have any 1hat need changing . @'. ~· "'.!,1 /~ :1,1.,~ ~_f) 
8. I've been working hard on one 
pmhlcm ~or some) 111 change things .. (~ Cl'··~):::!' !i t:' ~ 
9. Everyone has faults. bu1 !here's 
nothing I really necd to change 
or work on. . .. ,if\!_; 2) l. ~, 5 ~, 
10. I've been thin~ing. I might be rc:u.ly 
to s1an changing ~Olllt! things ... -~~· .1. ·~.i '.~.: ·-£' .5, (!,1 
11. J'v~ s1aned 10 work on one !~omcl 
pmb\em(s!wm:ike1hingsh\::11cr .... ''O, ·i:·,3 ·~;.~ !..' 
I:!. [ I.. now I have a probiem(s). but 
I'm not sure whal 10 do about ii 
••• • ••• 
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THIS SECTION FOCUSES You ON YOUR GOALS AND AMBITIONS 
- REGARDING SCHOOL. FAMILY AND.YOUR FUTURE. 
Your responses will provide valuable infonnalion about how well young people like yourself 
are doing with some typical goals, and whac your future ambitions might be. 
A. LlSTED BELOW ARE SOME GOALS 
YOUNG PEOPLE TYl'ICAUY HAVE. 
THINK ABOUT EACH GOAL AND 
How WEU IT Is MET JN YOUR LIFE. 
MARK your 
response using 
this scale. 
V•ry Poorl1 
How WEU an these goals 
being met in your life? 
v.,.,w,.u 
I. Having a high gr.We point average .. @1::!J@(!) rtp \~@ 
2. Having fair rules 10 live by at home .. @~1@~ @:~@ 
3. Attending da.'iscs regularly .. 
4. Having a family that does lots 
of things together..... . .... @@@@@(~~ 
5. Doing well even in hard subjects ... @>@@@(+jl@f~ 
6. Having my parenl(s) k.now I can 
do thing.~ well . . . @l I~' @ :~!:· ,·~ r~@ 
7. Having parent(sJ I can talk 10 about 
almost anylhing. . ... ~@-::DC!J·:!Ji(~1~ 
X. Having other.> think of me a.o; a 
good s1udent .... 1.~@:(:!\(~ ,a_i ·~,.~ 
9. l:X-ciding on a fu1ure career/ 
cduca1ion. . .. @'~-i,'(::!J'O';;:y,~\~ 
10. Following school rules . . .. :'~i 1_-~· ._:}1 A--:_~ "!Z 1~ 
B. NEXT, THINK ABOUT YOUR FUTURE GoALS 
RELATED TO EDUCATION AND CAREER 
CHOICES. PROJECT YOURSELF INTO THE 
FUTURE • .. BEYOND HIGH SCHOOi-
••• • ••• 
MARK the ONE response thaJ bestfrts your 
ambitions and situation. 
I. How much education do you think you 
will have IS years from now? 
C Somt! high sduml 
-.:=:' Finish liinh school 
0 Finish a wx:a1im1ul educ:a1i<m program 
0 Finish a Z-yeur rnlle."r pm.t:ram 
0 Graduate J'mm a .J.-year n>llege 
G Go be_vmui coJle,~e (Mu.uer.f, Drx:toraleJ 
ODan'rknoH' 
2. How much education do your parent(s) 
want you to have? 
0 Some high s'·hool 
0 Finish high sch<H1I 
0 Finish a mcational l!duc:at;,m pm.flrum 
()Fini.th CJ 1-_l'eCJr college progrCJm 
0 GrCJduute from CJ 4-yeur wllf.'ge 
._-:; Go heyond mlfe,qe ( Mw.-ter.1'. Doctorate I 
C Don'tb1uw 
3. How much education do your friends 
think you should have·~ 
1 J Some hi Rh school 
\:=:· Fi11isil high .rdwol 
::J Finish a Mc:ationul edut·a1im1 program 
0 Finfah" 2-reur collegt• program 
S' GrCJduate /mm a 4-.vear !'O/lege 
,·:,;Go heyond c·ollege (M1.utt•r.'i. Orx·roratO 
_:Don't know 
4. How much education does your father/ 
guardian have? 
Newr finished l1igh .fclrool 
Fi11ished hi,qlt .~chtH,I 
Well! ro mllege hlll die/ 11at finish 
Fini.flied 2-year !'nllege or wwatim1u/ .n·hno/ 
Grad11atedji·om 4-yeur mllege 
Went heyonJ 4 yeurs of collegt' r Masten, Dnctorute J 
D<m'tknow 
5. How much education does your mother/ 
guardian have'! 
) Nei•er jillislwd high .~choo/ 
~ Finished ltigh sd1ool 
~ w('l/f"' col/, .. ,,. /mt did""' /i11ish = Fimslwd 1-_i·c•ar nillege m· mn1tim1af g/ioof 
C1mtlm11edjiY•m .J-yt•m· nifh-,,l' 
~- Wc'llt /){'ymuf .J yc'c11·.~ of co/hi.~<' fM1utt•rs. Doc·wmteJ 
~ Oo11'rl.:11ow 
• 
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c. Now, THINK ABOUT YOURSELF AS BEING 30 YEARS Ow. 
WllJTE IN HERE THE JOB OR OCCUPATION THAT You EXPECT 011 PLAN TO H,\VE THEN. 
Even if you an not al all sun, write in your ONE lnsl guess. 
I. WHICH OF THE CATEGORIES BELOW COMES CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING THAT JOB? 
!MARK ONLY ONE) 
'-' I. Clerical such as bank teller. bookkeeper, secretary. typist, mail carrier, ticket agent 
2. Craftsman such as baker, au1omobilc mechanic, machinist. painler, plumber, telephone installer, carpenter 
0 3. F ann1r or farm manager 
' 4. Hom1maker (full time without anmher job) 
9 S. Labortr such as construcrion worker, car washer. sanitary worker, fann laborer 
6. Manager, Administralor such as sales manilger, office manager, ),Chool administrator. buyer, restaurant 
manager, government official 
G 7. Military such as career officer, enlisted person in the Armed Forces 
C; B. Operali.H such as meat cuuer, assembler, machine operator, welder, taxicab, bus or truck driver 
0 9. Prof1ssional such as accountant, artist, registered nurse, engineer. librarian. wriler. social worker, actor, 
actress, athlete, politician (for school teacher. see # 13) 
0 10. ProprielOI' or Owner such as owner of a small business, conlractor. restaurant owner 
0 11. Protective Service such as de1eclive. police officer or guard, sheriff, fire fighter 
') 12. Sales such as salesperson, advertising or insurance agent, real estate broker 
') I J. Se hoot Teacher such as elementary or secondary ~hool teacher 
'-:::_; 14. Serviee such as barber, beautician, practical nurse. private household worker, janitor. waiter, waitress 
r:_,'. IS. Technical such as draftsperson. medical or dental technician. computer programmer 
~~· 16. Unemployed, Not Working 
2. WHAT DOES YOUR FATHER (GUARDIAN) 
DO FOR A LIVING? 
WRITE IN at1d MARK the 
1111mht'r of the CATEGORY 
ABOVE that mmes close.ti 
ro tle.fcrihing his work. 
J. IS HIS JOB 
0 F11ll-1ime? 
~ Part-time? 
Ht•\ m1t tw1plo.\'c>d 
Number 
• 
4. WHAT DOES YOUR MOTHER !GUARDIAN) 
DO FOR A LIVIN(j'! 
WRITE IN and MARK tire 
m1mberofthe CATEGORY 
ABOV£ that come.t dose.fl 
10 des<·ribing her work. 
':J Full-time? 
-:::, Part-time? 
() Site's 1101 emplo)'l'd 
• • • 
Number 
• •• 
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THIS SECTION FOCUSES ON SOME GENERAL FACTS ABOUT THE STUDENTS 
WHO ARE PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY. 
MARK ONLY ONE RESPONSE, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATF.O. 
I. Gender 
OMaie 
2. Age 
')Female 
3. Birthdate 
Write in AND Marlc appropriate circles. 
Years Month Day 
4. Your Grade in School 
C 9 C 10 ·)II 
Year 
5. How long have you been in this High School? 
This is my ... 
0 /.fl Year -~) 3rd Year 
0 2nd Year ':'· 4rh Year 
6. Since entering High School. how many 
times did you CHANGE HIGH SCHOOLS, 
rrom one to another? 
C'· 3 Times 
,~--, 4 Times 
C New~r 
:) Once 
::- Twice ~- More than 4 Times 
7. While vou were in Middle School or 
.Junior. High School~ how many times 
did you CHANGE SCHOOLS to another 
Middle or Junior High School'! 
t.) Nt•ver ('1 3 Times 
0 Once ~' 4 Times 
:=::· Twi£"£' ,~~-More them 4 Time.<: 
••• • • • 
8. With which adults are you currently living? 
0 Horii ( biologh:ul) 11arent.'i 
C Mother onlv 
C F arher on[~ 
,-J Mother and step-JUther 
CJ Fat her and step-mother 
0 lef{al guardiansladoptiw! parents 
G Foster parents 
0 Grandparent(s) 
:'J Other relatives 
0 Nonrelatfres 
0 livinR with friends. not with adu/tfs> 
0 Living alone 
0 Other 
9. How many people (counting yourselO are 
there living together in your home? 
01 04 07 
02 05 ()B(ormore) 
C>J 06 
JO. How many sisters (counting half- and step· 
sisters) are living with you now? 
oo 03 06 
01 J4 07 
02 05 ox 
11. How many brothers (counting half- and step-
brothers) are living with you now? 
Co CJ 06 
c·,:: I C·4 •-J 7 
02 05 ox 
12. Are both your parents living'? 
0 Yes. hnlh living 0 No, only fatlrer living 
,:J No. only mother .-_-:, No. nei1lrer are lfring 
If both parents are 
living, SKIP Ila. 
12a. How old were you when 
A.1;'<' whetr Age when 
Mom died Dad died 
your parent(s) died'! .0:qo 
• 
~'(..!.. 
;j)i' 
" @ 
@ 
" 11) 
·I; 
{i; 
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GENERAL INHJRMATION (CONTINUEl}J 
13. Who is acting as a father for you now? 
(Mark ALL responses that apply to you.) 
My hiologkul falher 
M_v .\'lep-fGrher 
My ftmer father 
My grandfather 
Anmlu:r relative 
My adoprin: father/ legal guardian 
Anmher adult 
Noone 
Other------------
14. Who is acting as a mother for you now·! 
(Mark ALL r<sponses thaJ apply to you.) 
My hiol<Jgical mother 
My step-mother 
My foster mother 
My grandmother 
Another relarfre 
My adoptil'e mother! legal guardian 
-,_, Another adult 
C' Noone 
--:: Other------------
15. Compared to most students in your school, 
is your family financially .•. 
~· ,~, § \_!1 '~" '~ ~ 
Les.~ Ahmu M11d1 
well off' the same? herter off.' 
16. Did you have a prolon~ed illness that kept 
you out of school LAST SEMEST .. :R'! 
•) Yes ~,No 
17. A bout how many days 
of school did you miss 
last semester bec-Juse 
of pour health'! 
18. What is your ethnicity'! 
:') Amerirnn lnclian!AlcJ.fka Ncttiw: 
=.- A.~ianf Pal°!(ic Islander 
,-_::, Black!African-Amerirnn 
J CaucasiunlWhitel£uro-Amerirn11 
'.J Hi.fpunic/Latino 
No.of Days 
1
_:: Mixed £1h11idry ~-~~----­
lplrusr iJC'nttJ}·J 
Orlta ------------1plt·usriJ1·n1ib·1 
19. How likely is it that you will dmp out ot' 
school thi~ or next semester'! 
\'1.'ry 
Un/ikcl\ 
h·ry 
W:.dy 
20. Finally, there are a number of nents that occur in students' lives. We'd like you to indicate the 
grade you were in when they FIRST OCCURRED for you. MARK "Never" if they haven't taken 
place for yOu. 
"' Got a paying job 
"' Was ullowed to date . 
"' Skipp<•d .w·hool . 
*Stayed o\'emight ut a friend's lum.w: ... 
* Got J'rc>gnantlgot .wmreone pregnant . 
"' Pdrents gm dirnrced . 
* Pun•nt(.~i renwrrh•d .. 
* Got u Jpeeding fi('kf!t . 
~ Got m\' OK'll C"ar . 
• Fir.~t .~moked . 
* Took my first drink . 
.·K' 1 
.. !I: 
Grade 
-,o ,,, ·j~ 
10 11 :_.~ 
fG- '!' 1i 
• 5 1·. "!- ' ' 9 i-o 1~; ·1Z 
4 s I 10· 11· 12: 
2 l • s· ,-, r ,, 9 ·,a, -~1 :1-i: 
'llian{f!OU "''!! mudi }Ur participati".!1 in tlii.s ;twig! 
Never 
:}Our time and .!lenero.sitg in sharing gour tJpinitJn.; and e~rUnce.f is appreciated tlt!!f mudi.. 
)ou 've liefpea us towarrf a better untfrrstantfin.g oftlie fiw.s (l/lii!Jli sclioofmuknts todizg . 
• • •• • ••• 
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Is tlim anytfune else tliat you wouU {ikJ to slian witft us about your 
frioli scfwo( el(]1<~n<es or Cife in 9enerai? If so, use tliis paee. 
'We tlfllue your opinions. %obi, many tlianf;; I 
• •• • • ••• 
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APPENDIX B 
GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS ACT (GPRA) 
70 
CSAP GPRA Participant Outcome 
Measures for Discretionary Programs 
YOUTH-Age 12 to 17 Years 
Farm Appvvcd 
OMB No. 09)0..0108 
Expin.non C1ue IO/l l/200:5 
Public reponing burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 20 minutes per response 
if all itemS are asked of a participant; to the extent !hat providers already obrain much of this information 
u part of their ongoing clientiparticipaal intalce or followup, leu time will be nquired. Scad comments 
~guding this burden estimate or my other aspect of tbis collection of inli>rmatioa to SAMHSA Repons 
Cleannce Officer, Room 16-IOS, S600 Fishers Lane, Rocli:ville, MD 20857. An agency may not conduct 
or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to a collection of infonnation unless it displays a 
currently valjd OMB conttol number. The concrol number for this project is 0930--0208. 
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RECORD MANAGEMENT 
Participant ID I I 
I I 
Contract/Gnni ID 
Gnni Year 
Year 
l___J__Jil__L_J/~I~-~~~ 
Interview Date 
Interview Type 
1. Pte-Test 2. Post-Test 3. 6-Month Follow-up 
A. DEMOGRAPHICS (QUESTIONS 1·4 ASKED ONLY AT BASELINE) 
1. Gender 
0 
0 
Male 
Female 
1.. Are you Bispallic or Latino? 
3. 
4. 
OYes ONo 
What is your race? (Select oac or more) 
0 Blaclr.or Afric:uAmericm 0 
0 A.siao 0 
0 American IDdim 0 
0 Natiw Hawaiian or Other 
Plcilic lslaoder 
Alaska Native 
Wbite 
Other (specify), ___ _ 
What is your date of birth? l__L_J/l__L_J/~I __._.__.....__, 
Month I Day I Y oar 
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B. DRUG AND ALCOHOL USE 
1. How frequently have you smoked dprdtes duriD& tbe put 30 days? 
l Not at Ill 
2 Less than oae cipreue per day 
Oae to five ci..,..... per day 
About one-balf pack per day 
About one pock per day 
About one and onc-balf pocks per day 
Two packs or mDR per day 
2. How often ban you taken smokeless tobacco durinc tbe past JO days? 
I Not at oil 
2 Once or twice 
Once to twice per week 
Three to five rimes per week 
Aboulonceaday 
More tbao once a day 
3. To be more precise, during tbe put 30 clays about bow maay dcarettes bave you smoked per day? 
1 Nooe 
2 t ... tbao 1 per day 
1to2 
l to 7 
8 to 12 
ll to 17 
18 to 22 
2l to 27 
28 to 32 
10 lltol7 
11 18 or more 
Ak:ohelic btteraees Include beer, wine, wiae coolers, and Uqaor. 
4. Ou bow many occasioas d.riac tbe last 30 clays have you had alcoboUc bnerqes to drink (more tbaa 
just a few sips)? 
I 0 occ:asiom 
2 1 to 2 occasions 
3 to S occuioas 
6 to 9 occuioas 
10 to 19 occasions 
20 to 39 occasions 
40 or more o<:ca1ioas 
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S. On bow many occasions during the last 30 days (if any) have you been drunk or very high from drinking 
alcoholic beverages? 
1 0 occasions 
2 1 to 2 occasions 
l to S occasions 
6 to 9 occasions 
1 o to 19 occasions 
20 lO 39 occasions 
40 or more occasions 
6. On bow many occasions durin& tbe last 30 days (If any) have you used marijuana (grass, pot) or hashish 
(huh, basb ail)! 
l O occasions 
1 10 2 occuioas 
3 to S occuions 
6to9ocouioas 
10 to 19 occasions 
20 to 39 occuions 
40 or more occasions 
7. Dorine the LAST MONTH, about bow many marijuana ctcarettes Uolnts, reef en), or the equivalent, did 
you smoke a day, oa Cbe averqe? (It you shared them with other people, count only tbe amount YOU 
smoked). 
l Nooe 
2 Less!hmladay 
l aday 
2to3aday 
4to6aday 
7tol0aday 
11 or more a day 
S. On bow many occasions durin1 the last 30 days (if any) have you sniffed cJue, or breathed the contenu 
or aerosol ,,ray cans, or inhaled any otber pses or sprays in order to cet bicb? 
l Oocouioas 
1 to 2 occasions 
3 to S occasions 
6 to 9 occuiom 
10 to 19 occasions 
20 to 39 occasions 
40 or more occuiom 
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9. On bow many occasions (if any) duriac the last 30 days have you taken LSD ("acid')? 
I 0 occasions 
2 I to 2 occasions 
l to S occasions 
6 to 9 occasions 
10 to 19 occasions 
20 '° 39 occasions 
40 or more occuions 
10. On bow many occasions (if any) durinc tbe last 30 days have yoa taken 'crack' (cocaine in chunk or rock 
form)? 
I 0 occasions 
I to 2 occasions 
3 to S occasions 
6 to 9 occasiom 
10 to 19 occasions 
20 to 39 occasions 
40 or more occasioos 
11. On how many occasions (If any) durinc the last 30 days bave you taken cocaine in any other form (like 
cocaine powder)? 
I 0 occasions 
2 I to 2 cxcasiom 
l to S occasions 
6 to 9 occasions 
10 to 19 occasions 
20 to 39 occasions 
40 or more occasions 
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12. Tranquilizen are sometimes prescribed by doctors to ~Im people down, quiet their ne"es, or relu 
their muscles. Librium, Valium, and Mihown are all tranquillzen. On bow many occasions (if any) 
bne you taken tranquUizen on your own that it, withoat a doctor telling you to take tbem. .. durinc the 
last 30 days? 
1 0 occasioas 
2 I to 2 occasions 
3 to S occuioas 
6 10 9 occasions 
I 0 to 19 occasions 
20 to 39 occasions 
40 or more oa:asioas 
13. Barbiturates are sometimes prescribed by doct:on to help people relax or cet to sleep. Tlley are 
sometimes called downs, downers, aoofbaU.. yeUows, reds, blues, rain.bows. On bow many eccaions (if 
aay) have you taken barbiturates on your own tbat is, without a doctor tellln& you to take tbem...duriq 
the last 30 days? · 
1 0 occasions 
2 1 to 2 occasions 
3 3 to S occasions 
6 to 9 occasions 
10 to 19 occuioas 
20 to 39 occuions 
40 or more occasions 
14. On how many occasions (if any) have you smoked (or inhaled the fumes oO crystal meth ('ice')-durin& 
the last 30 days? 
1 0 occasioas 
l to 2 occasions 
3 to S occ:uions 
6 to 9 occasions 
10 to 19 occasions 
20 to 39 occuiom 
40 or more occasions 
IS. Amphetamines have been prescribed by docton to help people lose weipt or to jive people more 
enef'IY. They are sometimes called uppers, ups, speed. beanies. dexi~ pep pills, and diet pills. 
Drapmres are not supposed to seU them without a prucripdoa from a doctor. Amphetamines do NOT 
include any non-presc:ripdoa drugs, such u over..ute-counter diet pllls (like Deucrlm) or stly·awake 
pills (like N~Dozh or aay maiJ.-order drap. On bow many occasions (If aay) have yea taken 
amphetamines on yoar own tbat is, without a doctor telltnc you to take tbem...durin& the lut 30 days? 
I O occasions 
I to 2 occasions 
3 to S occasions 
6 to 9 occasions 
IO to 19 occasions 
20 to 39 occasions 
40 or more occasions 
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16. On how many occasions (If any) bave you used beroin....durin1 the last 30 days? 
1 O occasions 
2 I to 2 occasioos 
3 to S oec:asioas 
6 co 9 occasions 
10 to l 9 occasions 
20 to 39 occasioas 
40 or more oc:cuioas 
17. nere are a number of narcotics otber than beroio, such u methadone, opium, merpbiae, codeine. 
demerol. paregoric, tahria, and laudanum. They are somedmes prescribed by docton. On bow many 
occasions (if 1ny) bave you takea narcotics other tbaa beroln oa your own tbat ~ without a doctor 
telllDg you to take tbem-duria1 the last 30 days? 
I Ooceuions 
2 1 to 2 occasions 
3 3 to s accuioas 
6 to 9 accuioas 
IO to 19 occasions 
20 to 39 oc:cujoas 
40 or more occasioas 
18. On bow many GCC:uions (If any) have you used MDMA ('ecstasy") durlac the last 30 days? 
1 O occuions 
2 1 to 2 occuioas 
3 3 to S occasions 
6 to 9 occuioas 
10 to 19 ocgsioas 
20 to 39 occuiom 
40 or more occuiom 
19. On how many occuions (If any) have yo. used Robypnol ('TOpbies,' •roofles') durin& the last 30 days? 
1 0 occasions 
2 I to 2 occasions 
3 ro S occasions 
6 to 9 occasions 
10 to 19 occasions 
20 to 39 occasions 
40 or more occasions 
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20. Duriac the last JO days~ on how maay occasions (If any) have you used CHB ("liquid C,' •crievous bodily 
harm')? 
I O occasions 
2 l ta 2 occasions 
3 to S occasions 
6 to 9 occasions 
10 to 19 occasions 
20 IO 39 occasions 
40 or more occasions 
21. During the last 30 days. on bow many occasions (if any) have you used Ketamine ('special IC,' •super 
K')~ 
1 0 occasions 
I to 2 occasions 
3 to S oc:c:asiom 
6 to 9 occasiom 
10tol9occasioas 
20 to 39 occuions 
40 or more occasions 
zz. On bow many occasions (lf •y) In your lifetime have you bad aa akoholk beverace-mon than just a 
few sips? 
0 Never 
0 1to2 
0 3 IO S 
0 6 to 9 
0 !Oto 19 
0 20 to 39 
0 40 or more 
13. Bow old were you the Dat.1lm! you smoked part or all or a ciprette? 
___ years old If you ocver smobd pan or all of a eiprcttc please mark tbe box. C 
24. Think about the JlDU1ms yoa bad a drlak or an alcoboUc beverap. Bow old were you the ftnt dme you · 
bad a drink of an alcoholic bevence? Please do not indude any time wbea you only had a sip or two 
from a drink. 
__ years old If never bad a drink of an. alcoholic beverage please milk the box. a 
25. How old were you tbe JiD.UUu yea used marijuana or bashlsb? 
__ years old tr never used marijuana or hashish please rmrk the box. a 
1.6. How old were you the nau!m! you used any other illqal drucs? 
__ years old If never used any illegal drugs please mark the bnx. C 
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D. EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT, AND INCOME 
1. What is tbe bicbest level of education you have finished, whether or not you nc:eived a dqree'! IOl•lst 
grade, 12•12tb en.de, 13-c.oUece freshman, 16-coOece completion) 
1---1-J level in ycan 
G. ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS 
1. U ls clear to my friends that I am committed to livtnc a dru~rree life. 
0 False 
0 Maybe 
0 True 
2. I bave made a final cledslon to stay aw1y from marijuana. 
0 False 
0 Maybe 
0 True 
3. I bave decided tbat I wlU smoke ci11rettes. 
0 False 
0 Maybe 
0 True 
4. I plan to 1et drank sometime lo the next year. 
0 False 
0 Maybe 
0 True 
5. Bow macb do you tbiak people risk barmiD1 tbemsehres (physically or in other ways) If they smoke one 
or more packs or dprettes per day? 
0 No risk 
0 Sligbtrislt 
0 Modcratemk 
0 Oratrisk 
0 Can't say/ONg unfamiliar 
6. Bow snacb do you tlaiak people risk barmlnc tbemselYes (physically or in other ways) If they try 
marljuaa11 once or twice? 
0 No risk 
0 Sligbtrisk 
0 Moderate risk. 
0 Great risk 
0 Can't say/Drug unfamiliar 
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7. How much do you think people risk harminc themselves (physically or in other ways) if they smoke 
marijuana regularly? 
0 No risk 
0 Sligbtrisk 
0 Moderalerisk 
0 Great risk 
0 Can't say/Dtug unfamiliar 
8. How much do you think people risk banning tbemselns (physically or in other ••)'1) if t•ey take one or 
two drinks nearly Pery day? 
0 No risk 
0 Slight risk 
0 Moderalerisk 
0 Great risk 
0 Can't say/Dtug unfamiliar 
9, How much do you think people risk harmbac themselves (physically or la other ways) if tbey have fin or 
more drinks once or twice each weekend? 
0 No risk 
0 Slight risk 
0 Moderalerisk 
0 Gtoatrisk 
O Can't say/Dtua UDfamiliar 
10. How wrong do you think It is for someone your aae to drink beer, wine or bard liquor(for example, 
vodka, whiskey or Ii•) reeularly? 
0 Vctywroog 
0 Wt001 
0 A little bit wroog 
0 Not wrong at all 
11. How wronc do you tbink It ls for someone your •et to smoke ciprettes? 
0 Verywroag 
o w"'°' 
0 A little bit wrong 
0 Not wrong at all 
12. How wronc do you think it Is for someone your age to smoke marijuana? 
0 Vctywroog 
0 Wto01 
0 A little bit wrong 
0 Not wrong at all 
13. How wronc do you think It is for someone your aae to use LSD, cocaine, amphetamines or another Illegal 
druz? 
0 Vcrywroag 
0 Wroog 
0 A little bit wrong 
0 Not wrong at all 
10 
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APPENDIXC 
QUESTIONS 
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Survey Questions 
Gender Male 
Female 
AQe AQe 
Race American Indian/ Alaska Native 
Asian/Pacific Islander 
Black/ African American 
Caucasian/White/Euro-American 
Hispanic/Latino 
Mixed Ethnicity 
Other 
Positive Parenting #5 My parents expectations for me are 
reasonable 
#14. My parent(s) help me when I'm 
feeling bad (depressed, "down", 
"blue"). 
#21 When I'm not at home, my parents 
know where to find me 
#23. My parent(s) care (praise me, "pat me 
on the back") when I try to do well or 
better at school. 
#33. I feel satisfied with the way my family 
talks things over and shares 
problems with me. 
#35. I feel satisfied with the way my family 
and I share time together. 
#44. I am satisfied with the way my family 
expresses affection and responds to 
my emotions, such as anger, sorrow 
and love. 
#45. My parent(s) accept and support my 
activities. 
#48. I am satisfied that I can turn to my 
family for help when something is 
bothering me. 
#58 My parents attend events at school 
Peer Influence 
Family Social Economical Status 
(SES) 
Dependent Variable 
Alcohol Current Use 
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How many of your close friends .... 
#3. Skip school? 
#5. Have ever dropped out of school? 
#6. Drink alcohol? 
#8. Have ever gotten drunk? 
#12. Often get into trouble at school? 
#13. Have gotten in trouble with the 
police/law? 
#15. Don't really care about school? 
#16. Have gotten into physical fights with 
other kids? 
Who influenced you to use or not use 
alcohol and/or drugs in the past month? 
#3. My classmates. 
#5. My best friend. 
#6. My close friends. 
1 . Compared to most students in 
your school, is your family 
financially ... 
• less well off 
• about the same 
• much better off 
#4 On how many occasions (if any) in 
the past 30 days have you had alcohol 
to drink more than just a few sips? 
#5 On how many occasion (if any) in the 
past 30 days have you been drunk or 
high from drinking alcohol? 
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APPENDIX D 
CODE BOOK 
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Code Book 
Variable Source Code 
Dependent 
Variable 
7. Alcohol GPRA, pp. 3 & 4. 1 = O occasions 
Current 2 = 1 to 2 occasions 
Use 3 = 3 to 5 occasions 
4 = 6 to 9 occasions 
5 = 1 O to 19 occasions 
6 = 20 to 39 occasions 
7 = 40 or more occasions 
#4 On how many occasions (if any) in 
the past 30 days have you had alcohol 
to drink more than just a few sips? 
#5 On how many occasions (if any) in 
the past 30 days have you been drunk 
or very high from drinking alcohol? 
1. Gender Part Ill, General Male=1 
Information Scale Female=2 
(GIS), p.6. 
2. Age Part Ill, GIS, p. 6. Age 
3.Race Part Ill, GIS, p. 7. American Indian/Alaska Native=1 
Asian/Pacific lslander=2 
Black/ African American=3 
Caucasian/White/Euro-American=4 
Hispanic/Latino=S 
Mixed Ethnicity=6 
Other=7 
4. Family Part Ill, GIS, p.7. 
Social #15 Compared to most students in your 
Economic school, is your family financially ... 
Status 
(SES) -3 = less well off 
O = about the same 
3 = much better off 
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5. Life Experience Scale 0 =Never 
Positive Part Ill, Sec A, p.2. 2 = Sometimes 
Parenting 4 =Usually 
6 =Always 
#5 My parents expectations for me are 
reasonable 
#14. My parent(s) help me when I'm 
feeling bad (depressed, "down", 
"blue"). 
#21 When I'm not at home, my parents 
know where to find me 
#23. My parent(s) care (praise me, "pat 
me on the back") when I try to do 
well or better at school. 
#33. I feel satisfied with the way my family 
talks things over and shares 
problems with me. 
#35. I feel satisfied with the way my family 
and I share time together. 
#44. I am satisfied with the way my family 
expresses affection and responds to 
my emotions, such as anger, sorrow 
and love. 
#45. My parent(s) accept and support my 
activities. 
#48. I am satisfied that I can turn to my 
family for help when something is 
bothering me. 
#58 My parents attend events at school 
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6. Peer Peer Deviancy O = None of them 
Influence Part II, Sec C, p.2 3 = About half of them 
6 = Almost all of them 
How many of your close friends .... 
#3. Skip school? 
#5. Have ever dropped out of school? 
#6. Drink alcohol? 
#8. Have ever gotten drunk? 
#12. Often get into trouble at school? 
#13. Have gotten in trouble with the 
police/law? 
#15. Don't really care about school? 
#16. Have gotten into physical fights with 
other kids? 
-1 O =Influenced use made it easier for 
Influences on Drug me 
Involvement Scale to use 
Part II, p.6. 0 = Had no influence 
10 = Influenced non-use tried to keep 
me 
from using 
Who influenced you to use or not use 
alcohol and/or drugs in the past month? 
#3. My classmates. 
#5. My best friend. 
#6. My close friends. 
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C:.. ~.:: :.~L 
IRB 
ISU NEW HUMAN SUBJECTS RESEARCH FORM OCT l 8 Z004 
SECTION I: GENERAL INFORMATION 
8 Dissertation Other. Pt .... specify: 0 Class project 
Kn' PERSONNEL 
List all members of the ....-b ram including the principal invoslipior, hislhor dogJoos, their position at !SU (or other 
orpnizalion) llld role on· the project, their training llld most rocont date of their b'aining if known. Pl .... use additional 
spoce u necosary. For projects involving anim&IJ, please include the vmtinary, animal ....we.rs and IOChnical staff. 
For projects involving human subjects, please inelude anyone who will have contact with the subjects. 
NAME & DEGR.EE(S) POsmoN AT !SU & ROLE/SPECIFIC TRAIN!NG & DATE OF TRAIN!NO DUTIES ON PROJECT 
\ •.g.,JohnJo-. MD. PHD M.D. ot Mary GrHley M«ikal Carter, !SU Hvman Subject Training. 
Co-Print:ipal /,,,..,tlgator. For animal /IJ// J/02; Radiation Safory Training, 
I studw p/<OS• list specific dulia, •.g .. will /OI0/102; Blood Bo,... Pothog<n 
i p<efor'm ,.,.,.,,., will p<efonn blood Training. J/IJJ/02; 
I 
draw!, rapomibl• for animal Ct11T, will El ... n~ of laboratory"'' of - ,,,,,.w.m bloastu, dailv monilorin~. etc. blood - ,.,.,,,,,.,_,,_ 
I Y. 51'91"_, Parker Graduate Student and Pl for studv 2110/03 Human Sulliects Trainina 
1 U;:)edahlia Juoer.Crase Maior Professor 9119/00 Human Su""""" Trainina 
rJ. 
Research Compliance 04/ICWOJ 
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Ieconnecting Youth (RY) program developed by Leona Egprt. This llUdy uses a simple experimenlal desilP' with 
-.pealed measures of outcomes in one Iowa high school (arada 9-12). It wu h)'polhesized that studem who completed 
:he prosram would stop their pro""51ion of alcohol use md.lor decresse their hqucncy of use in~ !O the 
:onirol groop (Recomiectillg Youth In Iowa Fins! Ropart, 2003).11 also wu hypothesized that pnder, nee, age, family 
5ES, family support, and peer influence woulcl affect the pollOm of llcobol use between the experimenlll RYIU poup and 
;ontn>l RYU poup. 
BENU'IT 
Explain in .......... - to a laypeno• bow the infanmtion pined in this llUdy will benefit ponic:ipoats or 
the odwDcement oflmowledp, mdlor ..,.. die aood of saciety. 
There is mucb ID be leamed obout bow sclmol ·--·(such u RYllI) can affcct-helavion. Those 
- can be defined u pro- llmt lllompt ID .... h ""'"-'"bow ID iMI beslthior Ii- in order ID - ._ 
- in -Ii- HapeNlly, providing-wilb hial><IUali1Y- - ra..-i .-theirponicular 
social context will help guide them ID Ii .. a beslthior lifeslyle. Pnmclin9 supponi .. social -.n. (c.1-, _.,, lianily) 
can moci- a 111Udent ID u .. a happy, hesl111y lifalyle. 1bcnfon, offerins pm'Olltioal"mllmDtion prosnms 11111l imenct 
with 111 adolelcent's social - ml canfann ID his/her specific-. porticullldy - needs bued on pador, .-, 
and ......- - will elicit more poaitiw beliefs ml practica in npnl ID alcohol 
• I cenify 1lllll the infonnatjon providod in this opplicalioo is_. and occurate and -utent with any 
-l(s) !Ubmia.d !0 mt10mal limding qmcies. 
• I._ ID provide proper surveillance of this projeol IO Cllllft that the ripm and wel&re of the human subject or 
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